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St. Petersburg, Dec. 20. The proclamation fur a general strike for to
morrow, at noon, waa greeted by the
most IntOHSo excitement. It It can De
successfully begun ami maintained,
the revolutionists are confident tuat
it will break the government's back.
In government circles, however, confidence is expressed that the proletariat
organizations cannot effect a com-plelie-uand that the strike must
tie of short duration.
This hope seems to be based on the
theory that the extreme program of
ho reds has alienated the sympathy
ol a large proportion of real woik-nieand also upon what they claim
lo be absolute knowledge that the organizations are without funds.
The government's calculations, however, have proved deplorably at variance with the true situation in the
past and the strike leaders declare
the government is again hopelessly
ignorant of the magnitude of the
struggle confronting It.
From the nature of the appeal of
the leaders to the troops it is evident
that they expect to precipitate a crisis
in the army.
The central committee proposes to
stop all work In the empire, not only
the railroads, but manufactories, the
wholesale and retail stores, and all
government work except waterworks.
Bakeries in the cities will be allowed
to run unless they raise" the price of
bread.
The police are hunting down and
arresting the strike leaders as rapidly
as they can be found. Comparatively
few captures have been made, however.
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JUSTICE GETS FEW

VIGIL ASKS FOR

TRAVELERS

AUTO

"NOW GET BUSY."

A NEW

RESCUED AT LAST

OF THE EVIL DOERS

TRIAL

REIGNS IN

Chiliii Land Grant Case
Decided in Favor of
Mcintosh.

Found in Desperate Condition by the Searching Party.
NO

FOOD

NOR

Imboden and Hill the Bank
Wreckers Are Found
;"
' Guilty.

is

-

ATTORNEY HUMMELGETSPEN
GASOLINE WAGONER CASE GOES TO JURY

by Smoke. Men Deliberate on Right of Pol
to Club Giiego
Body of Logger Also
Romeio.
Found.

Searchers

Attracted

For Conspiracy in the Divorce Case
and is
of

ce-m-

Dodge-Mors-

JORGIS

BUT NOT
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Uo-mi-
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DARBY

A. DAY WILL
LFAVI: THE CITY

VIGIL FOUND

GUILTY
OF

The jury yesterday

found Eslavio

Vigil entity of assault on the person
of Abian Dimas. Cbilders and Hea-cocattorneys for Vigil, Immediately
gave notice that they would file a
Darby A. Day, the popular south- motion for a new trlHl. It is under-Is
western manager of the Mutual I.ifb stood that the prosecuting witness
Insurance company, informed The also dissatisfied with the verdict of the
Citizen this afternoon that his terri- Jury, claiming that the assault was
tory has been enlarged by the com- made with Intent to kill.
pany ordering western Texas to his COURT DECIDES IN FAVOR OF
jurisdiction, which now takes in a
M'INTOSH IN LAND GRANT CASE
larger area than any other agency of
William Mcintosh was awarded a
the company in the United States, and verdict yesterday over Kugenio fto-- 1
now comprises western Texas, New mere, iu
the Chiliii hind giant case,
Mexico and a large portion of Oklawhich haE off und on occupied the athoma.
The addition carries with it tention
tt the Second district couit
an increase in Balary, and, as Mr. Day for a period
of several years. This
slated, "If I can secure suitable of- was a case where the title of land on
fices and a better distributive point. the Chiliii grant was in question as
El 1'aso, In a very short time, will be the result of the vague and uncertain
my headquarters and home. 1 am boundaries
of the grant, and more
going to the Pass City tonight, and Spanish
were produced as
on my return to this city, after my evidence documents
iu It
has hetm brought
report has been sent to the home of- into the Secondthan
district court in many
fice, the matter of location will then years.
In his decision in the caso
be fully decided upon."
Judge Abbott made permanent an inMr. Day has been located in Albucut-

n,

COUNT WITTE WILL
RETIRE SAYS REPORT.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 20. There was
a very panicky feeling on the Ilourse
oday and a great rush was made to
Imperial fours fell
sail everything.
There
hree points, closing at 76.
were rumors on the Hours that M.
Gulchkoff, conservative
leader, will
succeed Count Witte as premier.

QUEER FIRE ON
RAILROAD AVENUE

MAN ALIGHTING FROM CAR, HAS
COAT BURNED FROM HIS BACK
IN CROWDED STREET.
querque for the past four years, and
is considered one of this city's pro
dangerous
gressive. wideawake
citizens. He
An amusing but rather
coruer
of has just completed, at a great cost,
incident occurred at the
street
Second
one cf the hand.-omresidences in
:lailroad avenue and
ibout 8 o'clock last evening. A Mex- - the city, ami it will be a pity to leave
a
car
dexterously
from
an alighted
it, especially as Mr. and Mrs. Day
Albuquerque. have only occupied their new home
Old
arriving
from
ground,
Shortly after b reached the
the past few months.
by
Many friends here Join The Citizen
".'eople near him were attracted
great
volume In hoping that Mr. Day will not find
moke which came In
arounu
from
and
from his
"suitable offices" in El 1'aso, and
his eck. The n:itive himself was therefore, will be forced 1o remain in
ry surprised at the smoke, and
Albuquerque. If this is not the case.
U antic queerly about the s'reet. The Citizen
wishes them health,
Within a few minute flames burst happiness and wealth In El Paso.
coat.
hU
rih tirouch the back of
hieh Virt man frantically at'empte l CONVICTS ASSISTED IN
WORK OF RESCUE.
r.j remrk e.
So excited was he that
New York, Dec. 20
fire in tne
bow to remove his own
i, fers-111. n
tr he!:i him. v (nan's quarter on HlacUwell llnnd
.,it ui),r
much excitement at an earlv
Th- - r(JPA Vas finally renoved. and the cHii-- w!
Vive es imd more frlghtene-- than, li Mir this fmirning. The men ronvien
hurt. On Vein questioned, the man were turned loose and af'( r a hard
,ved th:r ho l ad a box of ma'cVes fil t acainst the flr all the female
h's pmIi, und that the fii, :ier. convicts wcie rescued by them. The
ii
. ..
lumping ift the c.ir fire w;is confined to the departmn in
f"! bv
ui.icn it originated.
.,.
aMv - nut-item.
ct

coat-sleeve-

be-sa- n

t.i

j

ANOTHER INSURANCE
OFFICIAL ON THE SLAB.
New York, Dec. 20. When John
Tattbck. president of the Washington Life Insurance company, appeared before the Armstrong committee
today, he was accompanied by Paul

k,

of legal fees for ten years
was presented by the company. Tatt-locBald that he could find no records

j
i
'

of payments to Andrew Hamilton nor
Andrew C. Fields, nor any payment
for legislative purposes.

LIFE

PAT

LADDERS

Tr

legation has demanded that Edward Jorgis be handed over to the
Belgian consular authorities for trial
in accordance with the treaty of 1838.
The porte objects to this and trouble
Jorgis Is a Belgian
is anticipated.
subject who with three others is
charged with participation In an attempt to assassinate the Biiltan last
July and who were sentenced to death
on December 18 by a native court.

IS

HANGED FOR MURDER

At
Mrs. Hope evidence of lack of nourishment.
Dlgby, N. A.. Dec. 2c
Young, who has been found guilty of t lint time, Mrs. Young-- who was about
the murder of Minnie Alice Ward 2S years old, was the housekeeper
New York Money Market.
voik, Dee. 20. Money on call, Young, was executed by banging this for a lalKJier. She said her husband
X'
f. Ti In per
prime mercantile morning at the town prison. Minnie was Fred Young, a lawyer of Boston,
cent;
who died more than a year ago. The
paper,
per eeut. Silver, S'.t'aC. Alice Ward Young, the
fI
ward of Mrs. Young, was found dead mother of the dead child was dead
in the woods near this town on June also.
JUDGE BAKER
Mrs. Young was a native of Tusket,
A short dis18th, bound and Ragged
N. S.
At the age of 13 she weut to
tance away was Mrs. Young's
DENIES CHARGES
daughter, lClma, tied hand lioston, and worked In a factory. Acand foot, and barely alive. Hoods cording to her sister, Mrs. Kate 11 rod
THAT HE FILED PAPERS AGAINST had beeu sewed tightly over the Is, of Charlestowu, Mass., Hope went
REAPPOINTMENT OF CHIEF JUS- mouths of both, but in her struggles to live with a man in Boston, as his
the baby freed herself and escaped housekeeper. One day he brought
TICE MILLS.
suffocation. The children had been Minnie Ward to her and told her Hhe
missing for twenty-fou- r
hours when must take care o( her. He said
Special to TI..- Citizen.
Mrs. was bis child by a divorced wife. Acthe search was instituted.
Dec. 2'). The
Omaha. Neb
Yoiin,; went with the seirchers, and cording to Mrs. Hrodis, this man tired
by your Washington 4 after the belies wero f hiii.I a m; of her sister, and she
statement
retutni t"
(i! r Smiilciit
to tti- ctf'-e- t
thai
gathered and threatened to lynch Ik r. Nova Scotia. At the time of her arI j i (fit red
charges or jisited
Young
innocence, rest Mrs.
.said that Flmer
She Stoutly asserted
aKains-- t
M:Ls,
in the
Jn
and maintained this ass.itidtl to tlm Young, a Justice of th. peace of BosIs falre in ew ry particular. There
ton,
d.
ad
child
was the guardian of the mur-d- (
very last. The body of t
4 v. as no excuse for sue'ti a mis- I's
ie I child, an t l ad s( I t money for
3i in a shocking condition
take. Please i iiljlich mv state- wrists and hands wero mere hones her supisirt. The mystery surroundP.F.XJ. S. HAKKK.
tnent
covered with skin and Its face was ing the parentage of the two children
drawn and wasted. There was every has never been satisfactorily solved.
,
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Owing to the ab- Bence of the chairman. Secretary
4 J. W.. Kaynolds, of New Mexico,
'
was not confirmed today. His
4 nomination will now go dver un- - V
ti
til January.
4 AHred I.. Sharp, of Kl Paso,
4 was today nominated by the pres-- V
'
blent as collector of customs at If
El Paao, to succeed Pat Garrett, H'
the present incumbent.
4 The, senate In executive sea- sion yesterday confirmed the fol- .lowing nominations:
Surveyor general, Morgan O. V
4
4 Llewellyn, for New Mexico.
4
Receivers of land offices: Geo. If
W. Delamoore, at Clayton, N. M.;
Fen S. Hlldreth,
of Hioentx,
Ariz.; Frederick
Mueller, at
4 Santa Fe, N. M., and Henry E. If
4 Bowman at Ias Chuces. N. M. V
Registers cf land offices: Mil- - If
4
6 ton R. Moore, at Phoenix, Ariz.;
'
Manuel R. Otero, at Snnta Fe,
If N. M.; Kdward W. Fox, at Clay- ton, N. M.; Howard Leland, at If
Roswell, N. M.
For Justices of the supreme
court of New Mexico: Frank W.
if Parker and John K. McFle.
Crelghton M. Foraker was also
4 confirmed as United States mar-shal for New Mexico.
9. 9
A
IMPORTANT BILLS ARE
INTRODUCED BY DELEGATE,

H

:

57 a. m.

f

t

'
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
1
Special to The Citizen.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 20,
2:31 p. m. Delegate Andrews to-day introduced
the following
bills:
v
To pay 15,000 to the widow of
the late Tranquilino Luna; to es- HONEYMOON AT OR
i
tabllsh flsh stations . at Tnout ......
ABOUT NORTH POLE
Springs and Gallirias Springs.
O., Dec. 20.
Cincinnati,
Max
San Miguel county; for the relief
Fleischmann, a brother of Mayor
of W. A. Wtelker, former postmaa- j
Julius Fleischmann, and Miss Shertor of Albuquerque, under whose
lock of this city, were married today
administration the postofflce waa
in the presence of a large number
robbed in 1889; to Increase the
of their friends. The couple will have
pensions of Solomon Coan, Geo.
one of the most peculiar and Interest4 H. Hutchinson,
Henry C. Reel,
ing wedding trips ever enjoyed by a
Sebastian Maxsam, Lewis Rekel
bridal couple. Mr. Fleischmann has
and H. C. Anderson.
Norwegian
chartered the
vessel
9 9 9 9. 9 9 99.9
f
experiand
haa engaged an
"Laura"
enced crew, that has twice Balled "n TO CONFIRM NOMINATIONS
Arctic waters, and, accompanied by
OF CANAL COMMISSIONERS.
his bride, will cruise In the Arctic
Washington.
sea, trying to get as near the North ecutive session D.Id C,TheDec. 20. In exsenate today.
Pole as possible.
Senator Morgan wanted the senate to
request
of
the
returns
all nominations
IN MEMORY OF THE
RECENTLY DEAD MAYOR. for canal commissioners which had
heretofore
been
confirmed. He asTloston. Mass., Dec. 20.
The meic
morial exercises in honor of the late serted that the committee on
canalH
had held no meeting
Mayor Collins will ba held in Tre-moTemple this evening. Several to act on nominations, and thet the
Thu Ben-at- e
prominent speakers will address the confirmations were void.
acceded to the request and the
meeting and there will also be music
nominations wero referred 10 the
and singling.
canal committee.

BELGIAN GOVERNMENT
DEMANDS JORGIS CUSTODY.
Constantinople, Doc. 20. The Bel-ga- n

San Francisco. Cal., Dee. 21'. RobPhiladelphia
ert Fltzslnimoiis and
Jack" O Urien will meet in Woodward's Pavilion tonight to fight for
the heavyweight championship of the
world.
It promises to be one of the
most Interesting fights ever pulled off
here for many years, and lovers of
boxing have come here from all parts
of the country to witness the great,
battle. The question whether Fii- Simmons can defeat the younger man
Is an open one, and all sportdom Is

GARkET

CARRIED DOWN
BY THE POLICE.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 20. Washington was, early this mornlrtR, visited
by two tires entailing a total loss of
$100,000. At one of them four women
were carried down ladders by he police. The first fire was in the build-Inof the J. J. Juelg Tlano company.
The flames were soon under control,
but later they extended to the basement and the second and third floors
of Muddiam & Co., gas dxtures,
damaging the building and
stock considerable. It was in flie
first named building that the women
were rescued. The second fire started dn the agricultural lmprement establishment of P. M. Haskell & Co.,
in ttye heat of the commission dis- 4
trict and damaged several buildings.
4

WOMEN

RELIGIOUS WAR MADE
ON THE MUSSULMANS.
Constantinople, Dec. 20. The massacre of Mumtilmans by Armenians
waa still in progress at Tiflis and
throughout Caucasia, December 18.
according to a dispatch from Tlflls of
that date. Mohammedans are being
Unlsd downllke deer, no distinction
being made between Persians, Tartars,
or Ottomans. About 2,000 Mussulman
families of Tlflls had sought refuge
in the neighboring villages'. Cossacks
and other troops continue to plunder
the houses of Mussulmans at Ihitoum.

ANOTHER WOMAN

junction prohibiting Romero from
ting timber off the land In question.

MMUMMtfllMI

HUMAN

lltl JI

inter-ocean-

nt

PRESIDENT NAMES A
CANAL COMMISSIONER.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 20. President Roosevelt today appointed Joseph Bucklln Bishop as a member of
the Isthmian canal commission, to
fill the vacancy in that body caused
by the resignation of Chief Engineer
Wallace. Bishop has been secretary
and historiau of the commission.

READY FOR uREAT MILL

ASSAULT.

AND, AS MATTERS NOW STAND,
TAKE UP HIS HEADQUARTERS
AND RESIDENCE IN EL PASO.

DESTROY

New York, Dec. 20. A fire today
destroyed fully half of the immense
railroad terminal buildings at the foot
street on the
of West Twenty-thir- d
Hudson river. The loss is estimated
at $iif0,0o0.
The ferry boats 'were crowded and
hundreds of passengers were unloading at the terminals when a series of
explosions were heard and immediately dense smoke filled the great build-iug- s,
followed quickly by the dames.
lireat alarm prevailed when the ferry boats, despite the flames, kopt landing passengers from New Jersey at
the portions of the dock not on lire.
Several employes of the railroads were
severely burned nnd five men. are reported missing njnce the fire Is under
control.
The new ferry houses of the Dela
ware & Uickawanna and too Western
Jersey railroads were almost total
losses. The fire started in the paint
building,
shop in the Lackawanna
presumably from defective electric
wires.

Denver, Dec. 20. Leonard Imboden
and James A. Hill, charged with
wrecking the Denver Savings bank,
were found guilty on four counts by
the Jury last night. All the counts
accused them of embezzlement and
conspiracy. The penalty Is from one
to ten years. The motion for a new SEAT ON STOCK EXCHANGE
trial will le argued tomorrow.
BRINGS HIGH PRICE.
New York, Dec. 20. A sat on the
WILY LAWYER COULD
exchange waa sold today for
NOT ESCAPE THE LAW. stock
$',t(i.oil0, the highest price on record.
New York, Dec. 20. Abraham Hum-mel- l,
the lawyer who had been on trial
on the charge of conspiracy to have
the divorce of Mrs. C. W. Morse from
Charles F. Dodge declared void in order to nullify her marriage with
Morse, was found guilty today. Jus-lic- e
Rogers sentenced him to otio year
imprisonment In the penitentiary and
FITZSIMMONS-O'BRIEa fine of $300. This is the maximum
penalty.

trans-ccntinent-

ADMINISTER
AFFAIRS AT RIGA.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 20. A consul
of a continental power, who arrived
here this morning from Riga, on a
train heavily guarded by troops, says
that throughout tne district eAitful.ng
twenty miles on this side of Riga, the
land has been laid waste and all
buildings belonging to landlords have
been burned to the ground, me sit
uution in Courtland, the consul says.
Is even worse.
At Riga the garrison is too small
lo attempt to wrest the power from
the hands of the workmen, who have
organized a police force and are administering the affairs of the city.
but cora- The city is terror-strickeparatively quiet. Killings take place
laily, but the workmen's militia is
pillaging,
preventing
.successfully
showing no mercy to rowdies, several
of whom have been hanged.

e

Sentenced.

!
The case of the territory against
20. The !
Ariz.,
Dec.
Flagstaff.
of the city police
searching party which left here yes- William Wagner,
which went to trial yesterday
terday afternoon to locate the lost force,
3
automobilla!t.s, Ilerry afternoon, was given to the Jury at
this afternoon.
Megargell and David F. Fassett, found o'clock
Wagner was charged with assault
them late last night in a desperate upon one Oriego Romero, who Wagner
condition, snowed in, without food or attempted to arrest near the Mountain
gasoline, and thirteen wiles from road
The prosecution
last May.
town.
that Wagner clubbed Itoiuero
Iioth men had suffered from cold, claimed
anil ul.nt at him. with int Cllt. to kill.
hut managed to save themselves from
prosecution also contended that
being frozen to death ly the use of The
had not authority to arrest
gasoline with which they ktp' a fire. Wugner as
the offense for which the
It as smoke from, this fire that led tnifcyt
made was not. committed
the rescuers to the spot.
the presence of the ollicer. It de'While hunting for the autoniobil-ists- , in
veloped, however, that Koruero was
the searching party found the tried in police court for being drunk
body of a logger named Thomas and disorderly while iu custody
Smith, who had been lost two days.
from the arrest.

WORKMEN

V.I-

1").

BURNED OR MISSING LATEST NEW

Washington Suffers From De- Senate Recalls Panama Canal
Confirmations and Refers
vouring Flames Which
Endanger
to "Committee.

u

MANY PROVINCES.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 20. On account
of some confusion, the general stride
was proclaimed at Moscow at noon
today, instead of tomorrow. The government enters on the new struggle
greatly crippled.
The situation In the Baltic provinces Is growing steadily worse, and
in the Caucasus a renewal of the outbreak of Tartars and Armenians has
produced another reign of terror.
At Sehastopol, new mutinies have
occurred and l.bOO soldiers have been
disarmed and are under guard. The
troops at Kbarkoff have revolted and
the Inhabitants are still administering
ihe city's affairs.
Tne weather has become very cold.
Deep snow covers the Country us far
couth as Kietf. It is believed that a
lew days of huuger and starvation will
t iisily drive the people to desperation
and provoke uprisings in which attacks on the strikers will be made
und perhapB a general pillage take
place.

A

MANY

Iee. 20. The
has received a cablegram from Shanghai announcing
the arrival there last evening of mar-Inefrom the cruiser Ualtimore. The
department's' advices of this morning
to
are
the effect that the llritisu were
preparing for a large demonstration
by both army and navy, (lerman, Japanese and American cruisers are on
the way to Shanghai. Quiet prevail
ed yesterday, but only because an
armed force is controlling the city.
The Chinese authorities were trying
to effect a compromise, but demanded
the removal of the llritlsh assessor,
which was refused.
As understood here, the trouble
arose from the action of the British
assessor levying a tax upon the Chl-- j
nose residents of the foreign settle-- 1
mont.
The mixed court Is a curious
body, made up of Chinese magistrates
who hold Bit tings on every week day.
On two days an American official from
the consulate general, sits with him In
the capacity of assessor; on two days
a similar German ofllelal sits, and on
the remaining two days a Uritlsh representative.
This court has jurlscMc-tloover all licenses and tnxes payable by the Chinese in the foreign settlement of Shanghai.
For a long time the Chinese have
been trying to reduce the authority of
the mixed court, and it Is Inferred
that the present trouble has arisen
from the association. Jurisdiction by
the British over some Chinese merchants.
Washington,

p,

ANARCHY

REQUIRES

state department

mi

HOT WATER

Armenians Attack Mohammedans Regardless of Race
or Nationality.
BELGUM

1

DAILY RECORD

Powers Are Sending Both Immense Railroad Ter- Special to Citizen and the
Soldiers and Ships
Usual Associated
minal Buildings Ato Shanghai.
Press Report
lmost Total Loss.

D

GOVERNMENT

WASHINGTON'S

QUITE ACTIVE

CHINA TROUBLE

Ravages of Revolutionists
Continue to Increase

NUMBER 1)18

1!H)5.

FIRE FIEND IS

WHAT CAUSED

RUSSIA'S VIEW

.

.

EVENING. DECHMISEIt lit).

j

N

discussing it, with the majority on the
negative Bide of the proposition.
Fitzslmmons is ii years old, and
O'Brien Is 27. O'Brien is a better
boxer than Fitzslmmons, but bus not
the punching ability of the Cornish-nuBoth men are ring generals.
Kuch has fought more than 100 battles Their Judgment Is tempered by
experience.
O'Brien Is confident,
resting on his laurels of the victory
over Al Kaufman, the hard hitting
protege of Billy Delauey. He recalls
the sorry exhibition Fitz presented
two years ago when he fought George
Gardner In San Francisco. Hut Fitz
Is In better condition Ibun he was
when he met Gardner. He has lived
an exemplary life, and he can take
punishment as well as administer
last tbne Fitz and O'Brien nut
iu Philadelphia .O Brlen cut l it it into
ribbons lor ihree rounds, and then the
Cornishniitu drew himself together,
and was wearing the I'hihulclphian
down, when the police interfered and
stopped the fight at the end of the
sixth round. Fitz had be. u in inferior condition at the time of the
fight, as be had quit training a week
betore the fight, on the statement
that the authorities would not permit
the fight.
Fitz has been out of the ring a
year. He Is older and possibly slower of movement than he was. O'Brien
has been fighting right along and has
His
travelled all over the country.
tight with Kaufman showed that he is
a ring adversary not to be lightly
overcome. One result the fight will
have, beside Settling the question of
the superiority of the two men; It
draw the other heavyweight aspirants out into the open, and start
colli roversy oer heuvyweight
honors that will probably result iu
several Kood fights.
The tight tonight Is to be for 20
rounds or moie The men will get
;o per cent of the gross receipts, of
which amount the winner will get
7."i p. r cent and the los r 2 .1 per cent.
I'd. lie Gratify will tv the rebTve.
m.

'

MAN'S WRIST CAME IN
CONTACT WITH SAW
A distressing accident happened at
the plant of the American Lumber
company shortly before 4 o'clock thU
morning, when an employe named
Lucero narrowly escaped losing
one of bis hands In a buz saw.
Lucero has been working with the
night force at the mill. While saw-le-g
lumber this morning bo permitted
one of his hands to come in contact
with the rapidly revovling buzz saw.
The sharp teeth
caught the man's
wiisi, cutting it badly. Lucero's hand
nnrr iwlv missed being amputated. He
was removed to Sr. Joseph's hoepltai
hre the Injured member was properly dressed. Lucero resides at Ixw
t.'audelaria.

Ro-sar- lo

FATHER AND SON
FOUND NOT GUILIY
AT TRIAL BEFORE JUDGE
KER CHARLES BRUTON
SON JACK, ACQUITTED.

PAR-

AND

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Special to The Citizen.
Socorro. N. M., Dec. 20. In the
case of Charles Bruton and his
4 son Jack, accused of murder at
the much la eastern Socorro
county about a year ago, the ver- diet was not guilty, iu Judge Par- kef's court today.
4
This case bus caused consld- erald
comment, owing t the
Net that i hss never been le-,1
li
jy those who were con- versate with the circumstances,
that tne Btutotis had anything to
do Willi the killing. Mr. Bruton e
Is one of the pioneer stockmen
of Socorro county, mi l is Ik id in
high t ieem b tho.-- e who know
.

him.

9 9 9 9

.

MUl
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PAGE TWO.'

began to arrive here from all directions. Kvery train brought largo
numbers and others came from the
surrounding districts on horseback or
rrtlliliet Dally Li Weekly ky
In vehicles of every kind.
All the
Tfae Citizen Publishing Company shipping
craft In the harbor was gaoy
flagged and maneuvered nil day long,
ft
toffW for tranitlHili tWsaih tb
making the view of the harbor highly
Mil m tn4
tnttr.
attractive. Thp program for the celebration included a parade In the afternoon, with several bands of music,
UNION 4 )LABEL
and a numlxT of floats, am, ng theni
groups.
The
some with historicalThird Regiment, the crack mlllitsiry
organization here, took part In tne
i
Official Paper of Bernalillo County parade, and Governor Hayward and
and City of Albuquerque.
his entire staff reviewed the marchers. After the parade there was a big
trmt AfHwaoa. Dltpitchat.
public meeting.
Several prominent
LarMt City in County Circulation.
speakers addressed the crowd, and
TIm LiriMt New Mnilco Circulation.
largnt Nortliar Arlnnt Circtilitlo. a historical sketch of Georgetown was
read. In the evening occurred a
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
a magnificent display of fireworks
.15.00
faaltr W
a large public reception.
Tr in Mrajie.......
... ........ 100fJ andGeorgetown
ltoT br Mil. par month
was incorporated by an
..
Waaktr W Bail, am
act of the general assembly of South
, Dally by Carrier, 60c per month Carolina on the 1!lh day or December,
1MI.V
its first intendant was Major
Tn tmm Crrmre win h daltTwd tn the
sterlHy at the Im rata of SO cants prr wmi, or for 0 John Keith, a soldier citizen of
ing worth, whose portrait adorns the
aawa flM MatK, whti paid monthly.
council chamber.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Special CorresKindence.
Kansas City. Mo., Dec. 18. The cattle supply last week was larger than
expected, being 61,000 head, but the
great bulk of receipts sold at a dime
of the man who rhould be working for you?
higher than during the previous week.
of the man win would gladly lend you money?
After Wednesday, however, buyers
of the n: n vm wcuM like to buy your hors?
were Induced' to purchase only after
W
strong concessions were made, and
of the man who would buy an Interest In your business?
prices on killing stuff closed the week
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
ALBUQUERQUE,
NKW MEXICO
15 to 2!c lower.
Stockers and feedof
the man who would buy your old bicycle?
er were a shade higher up lo Thursday, but the last of the week they
USjq
were nlso quiet, and the week ended
4- about steady in this diss. In the
last month prices on country grades
have advnnccd 35 to 5oc. Some Panhandle stockers sold last week at
flU5 that had previously been selling
here at 12 75 to $.1. The Panhandle
cows easily sold at $2.7".. Quite a
stockers and
number of Colorado
(CKsrjcaljj
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
feeders found readv sale at $11.45 to jjfrxecMtlve)(Hon.)
.
.. IAll
tnmr inmll.i.la
'
$.1.75; a few at $1;" killers at $3.50 to . V Want Clerical.
On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses -iFifcutlve,
1 rrhnu il ami salesman po.
3. !'.". and cows at $2.75 to $.3.10. with hloiia, paving (rum S1.IXKI tiR.O") jrmr. Ifyou
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
tore a tittfll L'rada man write f,tr l.ncihlt atiH tat lit
a few choice heifers at $3.5(1; range Akind
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- it
ui ixwition you desire. Ofhcea In lit citica
Christmas cattle
bulls, $2 to $2.25.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
Hapgoodt
(Ino.),
Brain
Brokart
steers
week;
last
prices
at
fancv
sold
as $200.00. Loans are quickly tnads
917 Chemical Building, St. Louis
at $il.25 to $7.i5; heifers tit $5 lo $6;
NEW YORK BREEDERS
One
Time:
and strictly private.
today
supply
$7.25.
tTechrtlctvl)(Poltlor)(S-vIerrtrnThe
$7
)
to
HOLD STATE MEETING. veals.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
month to one year given. Goods resteady
Is
Ooo
market
Is
The
11.
head.
Syracure. N. Y., Dec, 20. The first
main In your possession. Our rates
country
WANTED
on
strong
on
killers
and
are reasonable. Call and see us be
annual meeting of the New York grades.
W'aN TED Clean rags.
a fore borrowing.
nqulr
State Breeders'- Association opened
office
The
Citizfn
SHEEP.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
here yesterday at the state armory
lamb market gained WANTED
A few more roomers at Steamship tickets to and from all
with a large attendance of members 10 The sheep andweek,
re
niinougn
tne
to
20c
ast
Gold Avenue Hotel; $1.50 per week
parts of the world.
from all parts of the state. Presi- celpts
The
tre large, at. 27.HUO head. marand upward.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
dent Mllo H. Olln of Terry opened
good
very
and
averaged
315 West Railroad Ave.
A canvasser and solicitor
WANTED
the session and delivered his annual quality
kets were active. San Luis valley
PRIVATE OFFICES.
on commission and wages. Address,
address. J. D. Smallwood of Warsaw yearlings
to
IB.fiO;
lambs
sold
at
Open Evenings.
XX., this office.
delivered an address on "Fair Manto
$5.60
wethers,
western
agement in Relation to the State Ap- $7.35; fed
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
I Ai rgo
W1A N T E I )
grain
small
and
today
$5.40.'
run
The
$5
ewes,
to
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
propriation." The address was after- $6;
by Clarkvllle Produce Com
sacks
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
strong
anu
head;
market
pany, for cash.
wards discussed by F. B. Buckley of were 6,000
620 South
First
early.
DENTISTS.
Schaghticoke and Frank D. Ward of active and everything sold today.
street.
included
Batavia. The meeting will last for Nothing choice was native
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
lambs, at FOR SALE Household goods, home
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
three days and many prominent ex- except some fancy lambs from Monte
preserves;
Jelly
made
can
and
also
SOLOMON
LUNA,
President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
Dental Surgeon.
perts will deliver addresses at the $8. Some
ned goods. Apply 615 South Edith
at $7.10; Arkansas valley
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. c. Baldridge
Rooms 15 and 16. Grant block, over
different sessions. Among the speak- Vista sold $7.25;
tureet.
class
medium
lot
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Solomon Luna
ers on the program are Lieutenant lambs at
. A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
Gentlemen s second-han$6.65: feeding WANTED
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Governor M. Linn Bruce, Prof. Willet orado fed lambs at fed
clothing.
at
No.
615
wethers
South
atreet
First
mall.
M. Rays of Washington, I). C; Prof. lambs at $6; Colorado
more than
south of viaduct. Send address and
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
H. H. Wing of Cornell, Prof. P. G. 15. tin. The receipts are
Edmund J. Alger. D. D. S.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
those of last, year at this sea
Office
Holden of Iowa State College, Amas, double
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
anu
tne
A
is
WANTED
keen
son,
yet the demand
nian or man and wife,
la.; J. D. Jaequlns, president of the
8.30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
to take care of ranch close in; hours,
Prof. outlook most promising.
State Poultry Association;
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
nicely
up
fixed
for chickens and
by mail.
Samuel Fraser of Cornell, and others.
cows, or will rent very cheap to polntments made
STOCK SALES
The exhibition of cattle of various
goon
LAWYERS.
tenant. Apply on premises
breeds, held in connection with this
1115
North Arno street. L.
meeting, will open In the afternoon. Special Correspondence.
Bernard S. Rodey.
During the three days of the meetAlbuquerue
ATTORNEY A
Kansas City, Mo.. Dee. 15. Following there will also be special meet- ing were some sales of Colorado catFOR RENT
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.
ings of the various breeders' associa- tle at Kansas City this week:
Five-roohouse, with business pertaining to the profession
FOR RENT
tions, making a specialty of certain
bath; furnished. 217 North Walter Will practice In all courts of the terriAxial, Colo., 3fi steers.
Bros.,
Wyman
breeds of cattle and hogs. The meet- 1,0I3 pounds, $4; 20 cows, 1,065
street.
tory and before the United State
Officer and Director.
ing and exhibition are among thie pounds, $3.10.
FOR RENT A new four-roo.
brick land office.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
most Important of their kind in the
Colo., 10 killers,
Rifle,
Healy,
1019
G.
No.
house.
M.
Second
North
Bond.
Ira
east and are attracting a great deal 956 pounds. $4.10; 23 feeders, 9X8
32 F street
ATTORNEY-AT-LAstreet. Henry Goetz.
of Interest. Many valuable prizes will pounds, $3.65; 20 cows, 891 pounds,
Cashier
D. C. Pensions,
Washington,
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms; N. W.,
be awarded.
$2.80.
patents, copyrights, caveats
lands,
lights.
bath
and
electric
Gentlemen
G. L. Young. Carbondale, Colo., bi
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 West letter patents, trade marks, claims.
THE BRIDE A LADY
$3.75.
Railroad avenue.
"RTwTDr Bryan.
OF MANY ANCESTORS. stockers, 733 pounds,
v. m. depository.
C. H. Harris, Carbondale, Colo., 39 FOR RENT
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWApartments in Paik
New York, Dec. 20.
The Church stockers. 675 pounds, $3.40.
View terrace, eight rooms each; que, N. M. Office, First National
of the Ascension will be the scene of
Iloyleville, Colo..
Authorised Capital
,
D. A. McConnell.
$500,00.M
modern equipment throughout. H Bank building.
a highly fashionable wedding this 57 yearlings, 461 iiounds, $3.75.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits ..,
19, Grant block.
Tllton,
II.
room
$260,00.
Dohson.
afternoon, when Miss Marie Suzetle
W.
E.
Doyleville, Colo., 78
B. Monroe,
J.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
FOR SALE
de Marigny Hall, daughter of Mr. and stockers, 726 iiounds, $3.95; 29 cows,
Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Oompanr
Mrs. William Cornelius Hull, and
"bridle.
7
bulls, 1,447
Southwestern Electric & well blocklbuquerque. N. M.
$3.25;
pounds,
988
Charles Schuveldt Dewey will be pounds, $2.10.
John H. Stingle.
Construction company.
married In the presence of a large
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
S. S. Watson, Crookston. Colo., 40 SELL, RENT OR TRADE
List your
and fashionable assemblage of friends stockers.
Armljo building, Albuquerque
725 pounds, $3.75; 19 kilproperty
L. McSpadden, 300 T.
T.
with
and relatives of the two families. lers, 1.062 pounds, $3.70.
N. M.
South Broadway.
Miss Hall belongs to a distinguished
F. Dunn, Crookston. Colo., 26 bows, FOR"
SALE Must leave town, an
ARCHITECTS.
family. She is a
'
pounds $2.90; 29 stockers, 672
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
of the late Mrs. John Randolph 893
$3.75.
pounds,
O.,
dress. B.
this office
Barnott building
ford, rooms
Grymes, of Grynies Hall,
Staten
George Thornly, Delta, 21 feeders. FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busl-nes- Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
island, and a grand-niec- e
of the late 922 pounds, $3.70.
Mrs. Samuel Ward and Mrs. Louis
for city property. T. L. Mc- CIVIL ENGINEERS
Sam Martin, Meeker, Colo., 29 stockypaqqen, aoo soutn Broadway.
von Hoffman. Among her other an- ers,
740 pounds, $3.60.
OF ALBUQUERQUE
S.-cestors were Governor William C. C.
FOR
A
handsome
Hardman
D. F. McCrolling.
James Hicks, Sargento, Colo., 27
Claiborne of Louisiana, Philip K. cows,
piano,n' Tine condition and almost
surveying an
Civil engineering,
$2.65.
pounds,
876
Thomas, who was the first president
new, at a 'bargain. For particu- drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
Royal Bros., Rocky Ford, Colo., 29
of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. feeding
lars, call at this office.
matic 'phone 740.
604 pounds, $2.50; 26
heifers,
CAPITAL .
Her
was the eanner cows, 764 pounds, $2.25.
.... .....a,... $100,009. to
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in"CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Murquis Mandeville de Marigny of
DEPOSITS
terested
in mines? I have some
SHEEP.
awn at.. .1150,000.00
New Orleans, who entertained Louis
said to be good deals. Talk with
Following were some sales of westA. L. Morgan.
Philippe when ho wns In this counBroad-w-ame.
T. L McSpadden, 300 S.
TUR INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
ern sheep and lambs at Kansas City
We have nad a very satisfactory growth sine Us eaUbllsameat
try.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
of our bank. If you are aot one of our custom era, we shoals t!M
Miss Hall's attendants will be Mrs. this week;
A
FOR
SALE
solic11.
work
furnished;
Job
Monday,
cheerfully
December
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
C. B. Ely and the Misses Agnes Hall,
at
shop
724;
shotgun;
new;
phone,
bran
A Matliias. Monte Vista, Colo.. 509
Automatic
ited.
Elizabeth Hudson, Lily Wilson. Wininever
Albuquer
has
been
used;
street,
one
52
of
th
lambs.
pounds,
$6.60;
73
yearlings,
Second
911
North
fred Burnett,
Gladys
Templeton,
O. N. MARRON, President D. A. McPHKRSON,
best makes. Call at The Citizen of que, N. M.
548
lambs, 71
$7.35;
YJoe ITsalsoaL
Fdvth l.lpninc.ott, Edith Chappell and 71 pounds,
flee for particulars.
"
pounds. $7.
3. B. HERN DON, Cashier. ROT McDONAU), AjMWtaat Oaaaier.
Helen Ballard.
PHYSICIANS.
.1. L. Hurt. Monte Vista, Colo., 1,332
FOUND.
lambs, 68 pounds, $7.20.
ARKANSAS REPUBLICANS
M. D.
FOUND
Two keys attached together
A. L. MAHAFFEY,
Colo., 239
A. Yunt, Rocky Ford,
CONSIDER PIE COUNTER.
with cord. Owner can secure same Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
$5.75.
89
pounds,
over
wethers,
building,
by calling at this office and paying
Little Rock, Ark., Dec. 2o.
Room 25, Whiting
The
Lockhart Live Stock Co., Rocky
for this notice.
most important session held by the
drug store. Automatic
Vann'8
Republican State Central Committee Ford. Colo., 367 yearlings, 81 pounds.!
telephone, 410.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
during the past four years was called $6.10; 123 ewes, 89 pounds, $5.10.
DRr R.L. MUST,
ESTABLISHED 1878
Good'lmproved
TOEXCHANGE
ewes,
548
Colo.,
city
R.
Hasty.
Lamar,
J.
to order by H. L. Rammal, the chairproperty
71
for
L.
794
vacant
lots.
100
T.
lambs,
$5.10;
Bldg.
pounds.
man of the committee, this morning.
N. T. Armijo
Office,
Y
300 South Broadway.
All the 8 members of the committee pounds, $7.20.
Tuberculosis treated with
Ger12.
TO
I have some ranches
EXCHANGE
Tuesday, December
were present when the roll was callCurrent and
Electrical
.
.
. 7.
'm
A. D. Matliias, Monte Vista, Colo.,
to trade for city property. T. L. miciue.
ed. The object of the meeting is to
l reaimems n""" oL ilnv
562
224
nurse
78
300
pounds,
yearlings,
$6.60;
McSpadden.
South Broadway.
decide on the distribution of the large
from . 8 a., m. to 4 p.. m. Trained
number of federal offices In which Iambs, 73 pounds, $7.25; 546 lambs, 70 McSPADDEN
ijiiuii- - .
The exchange man": in ariennauee. Ilmji ti '..V.I.II1.LJ
the terms of the present Incumbents pounds, $6.90.
See him for business exchanges.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
Flour,
L. C. Swlnk. Rocky Ford, Colo., 407
expires within the next few months.
300 South Broadway.
ewes,
Nose,
75
pounds,
of
$4.90.
This number Includes nearly all the
Practice limited to diseases
Give Your Stomach Rest.
Carries the Latest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
A. C. Mitchell, Lamar, Colo., 83C
important federal offices In tho slate,
Throat and Lungs.
Nothing
will
Indigestion
enrri
lu the Southwest.
ewe,
90
that
$5.15.
pounds,
as well as between thirty and thirty-fiv- e
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
R. Mc.Manus, Monte
Vista, Colo., doesn't digest the food. Itself, and
presidential posloffices. Judging
8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Hours.
give the stomach rest. You can't ex- Telephones: - Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
from present Indications there will be 541 lambs, 66 pounds, $7.30.
FARM AND
WAGONS
John Brltton, Monte Vista. Colo., pect that a weak stomach will regain
contests for nearly all the offices and
C. H. CONNOR, M. D., D. O
Its strength and get well when it Is
surgeon
the committee will have a rather 8U lambs, 69 pounds, $7.
physician
Osteopathic
and
compelled to do the full work that a
stormy time of it. It lK expected that
RAILROAD AVENUE
Wednesday, December 13."
President New Mexico Board of OsteoALBUQUERUE. N. M. G
stomach should do.
You
A. 1). Mathias. Monte Vista, Colo., sound
the biggest fight will be made over
successfully
diseases
All
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get pathy.
the marshalship of the. eastern dis- 540 lainbs. 72 pounds. $7.
Office In Barnett building
well when it is compelled to do a full treated.
trict. H. L. Rammal and Col. A. S.
J. D. Robinson, Nebraska,
1,010
Hours. 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
day's
every
work
day
of
week.
the
lambs,
68
Fowler have both been carrying on a
pounds, $7.30.
phones. Sundays by appointment.
spirited fight and both are confident
M. A. Rogers, Kansas, 270 lambs, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is a perfect
FALL TERM.
and digests the food regardof success. Another question, which 70 pounds, $7.25.
less of the condition of your stoniacb.
will come up before the committee,
Thursday, December 14.
Opens
Sour Albuquerque Business College
will be what shall be done with tho
A. W. Sylvester, Monte Vista, Colo., Relieves Indigestion. Belching,
Monday, September 4, mua.
Stomach,
all
and
negro element, which is demanding
stomach
disorders.
1.110
wethers, 92 pounds, $5.fio.
a
It is time to
look aliout for
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
large share of the patronage.
S. Mitchell,
Alamosa, Colo, 544 Sold by all druggists.
Eng
something to take away the
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
feeding lambs, 62 pounds, $6.10.
rhill-r-f- or
'
'
that chilly feeling
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
CLEVELAND'S GREAT
means a cold in most instances.
lng.
FOR
THIS
WEEK.
IMPROVEMENT
TAKE
IN
IT
TIME.
SCHEME.
And the rold means drugs and
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
Our Great Line of Furs Will Be 4
Cleveland, O., Dec. 20.
If the
a doctor.
For particulars, call or address
plans of the men who represent
Priced at Cost.
X
Just At Scores of People Have.
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
Waiting doesn't pay.
B. ILFELD 4. CO.
Cleveland in the Mate legislature are
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
if you neglect the acaing back.
carried out, tho city will soon under
A
. 9 9. 9
..
t
f Library building, East Railroad aveUrinary troubles, diabetes, surely
take an enormous task, which will
The Torture of a Preacher.
nue.
greatly increase the waler front facil- follow.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
Doan's Kidney Fills relieve back
ities of the city and add 550 acres
ASSAYERS.
D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
of valuable land to the city. It is ache,
of
Harpersvllle,
Y
N.
will
Interest
proposeu to ru m about 550 acres of
Cure every kidney 111.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Albuquerque citizens endorse them you. He says: "I suffered agonies Civil and Mining Engineers. United
land, now submerged by water, to
a
because
reof
persistent
cough,
Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717
build out into the lake about fifty
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
East street, says: "When I went to sulting from the grip. I tried to
piers for the handling of freight,
ASSAYERS.
Is a sure way to get rid ;l the
sleep
up
sitting
I
many
bed.
in
tried
N. M.
city
drug
a railroad lutuie under the a
store
East side "f Plaza, Santa
for Doan's remedies
chilly feeling. It Is always
without
relief,
I
"
took
until
whole city, to extend the breukwaler Kidney pills. I had an attack of back
ready and always effective.
TICKETS.
RAILROAD
King's
Dr.
New
Discovery
Confor
and add other valuable improvements ache. U was only one of many which
Clean and eonvenieut costs
Rates.
Cut
sumption.
Coughs
Colds,
and
which
caa annoyed me for two or three
it is estimated that the work would years.
but a few cents to heat a room.
For reduced rates to and from all
cost about $35,000,000, or which the
At first they were mild, and entirely cured my cough and saved
All sizes, and every style.
Association
go
Paulson's
me
points,
from
lo
consnmptlon."
A
grand
cure
I
expected that they would leave Just
national government would pay about
tickets
Railroad
office.
ticket
for
Rlalroad
diseased
conditions
of
Throat
the
$4,500,000. According to conservative as mysteifously as they came, but
lungs. At all druggists.
Price bought, sold and exchanged.
estimates the 650 acres of submerged with the passing of time the attacks and
Trial botwere more frequent and of longer du- 50c and $1, guaranteed.
anil on tho lake front would repreLAND MATTERS.
sent a value of about $22,OOo,Ooo.
ration. I used three boxes of Doan's tles free.
The AlbUQ.11e.qu3 Gas, Electric Light
Power Company
o
Kidney Pills and was rewardod with
s
H. W. S. Otero,
20 per rent off for cash all week
CELEBRATE WASHINGTON'S
an entire cessation of the aching. Up long.
United Slates Court Commissioner,
miss this goldeu opporFIRST PUBLIC SCOOL. to date, and It is considerably over tunity Don't
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
lo buy furniture.
Washington, I), c. Ihi: 20.
The six months since I stopped the treatto matters before the land office.
J .D. EMMONS.
me hundredth anniversary of the es- - ment, there has not been a
sign of
Furious Fighting.
'ariiisnniein f the first public fcchoo any recurrence."
WE FILL
C4eathe Way.
"For seven years," writes G
15.
in una city is celebrated here today
"
Eor sale by all delers. Price CO
cr
The
mission
"Early
is
Risers"
Wast:W.
Harper.
Hoffman,
of
by appropriate exercises in the variceuts. Foster-Milbur-n
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
Co., Buffalo, N. to clear the way and give Nature full had a bitter
battle,
whh
chro.
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
ous schools,
in connection with the Y.. sole agents for the United States. sway. These famous little pills rid
stomach and liver trouble, but at lai
celebration nil exhibition of the work
Remember the name Doan's and the stomach aud bowels of all putrid I won and cured my dUeaes by the
of tho. pupils in the various grades is lake no other.
203 W. Railroad Ay;.
At Consistent Prices
matter, thus removing the causes of use of Electric Bitters. I unhesitat55
held. The main exhibit Is in the new
headache, constipation, sallow com ingly recommend thnu to all, and
Business High School which has not
New Tailor Shop.
plexion, etc. De Witt's Little Early don't Intend in the future to be with,. ., n
A- .T -MnreDI
..
ei lieen placed (u commission. The J
- '
thav ' ' nun
n it talln.
"
in i if i Risvrs never gripe or sicken. A safe, out them In the house. Tbey are
iimnuai i mining work is shown in has
reopened
a
shop
tailor
on
North pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton, certainly a wonderful medicine,
.
.
.
i
.1.
the McKinley and Armstrong Manual ri . irsi. Hireei,
ne is ready to hotel clerk at Valley City, N. D.. have cured such
wiiere
a bad case as mine."
Training schools and die colored clean, press and
repair ladies' and says: "Two Unties of these Famous Sold
b g rt
guarantee
same
to
do
under
the
graded and high school is holding gents' clothiug. Suits made to order. Little Pills
me
con- for you.
of
cured
chronic
y
druggists,
50c
at
a
all
SHERMAN-WILLIAMAlVsyi
BUILDING
an ixhibitiou in the M street high Patronage of former customers solicit stipation."
PAINT
PAPER
Sold by all druggists.
bottle. Try them today.
school.
Covers more, looks best, wears srork'
ed.
P!as"r' Un19' Cement,
longest, most economical, full
Of course you are jlng east. Wny
Inventory Sale all week.
Price
NUMBER
YOnHoFsEa FOR PUT IN YiTUiT'oTass'to KEEP not?
Paint,
measure.
Olass,
Sash Doors, ere.
holiday
The
low.
Ask
are
Slashing the motto. Everything from
TWENTY FIVE CENTS.
SEE HUD OUT THE COLD. SEE HUDSON, at Santa Fe ticket office for full p.ir tho necessities
at
luxuries
to
the
AND
ALBUQUERQUE.
STREET
FIRST
bON, THE PAINTER.
COAL
AVE.
N. M.
THE PAINTER.
Uculurs.
EMMONS' FURNITURE STORE.
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Citi zen Want Ads, Ftixnisl you
with names and addresses
of people who are
'Necccssary
to Your Prosperity"
I

.1

t6

MonCV

.11

Montezuma Trust Co.
Capital and Surplus

r

$100,000

r
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BOTH AT HOME
AND ABROAD

d

Interesting Items From
Many, Lands For
All Readers.
MARRIAGES AND MEMORIALS

d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Mar-riium-

Fins Rejoice in Freedom,
Hungarians Still Struggle
For That Blessing.
HUNDRliD

YEAR

CELEBRATIONS

Washington, D. C, Deo. 20. The
naval board which went to south
Brooklyn to inspect the Curtis tur
bine at the Bliss works with a view to
observing its operation and the econ
omy of the s ystem as applied to mo
tive power for the new battleships
has submitted a report. The board
found much to Interest the members
and the junior officers who accom
panied it, and there is every prospect
that something will come out of the
There are adturbine principle.
vantages already In that system, hut
there remains more things to be
In the application of the turbine to naval uses. The turbine mak
ers are rapidly advancing toward the
desired end of economy In the ex
penditure of fuel and oil, and it is
along the line of getting- down to
cruising speed with small loss of fuel
that experts are working. It has not
"been decided whether the Kirbitiw
shall be adopted for one of the battle
ships, but it is believed vthat
the
naval board on construction will de
ride In favor of the system. It may
be necessary to await further development, as the naval engineers are
inclined to think that the turbine, in
Its present state of efficiency. Is not
altogether satisfactory. Such changes
are being made all the time, o that
It U believed the improvements will
soon place the turbine In the class
engine for
with the reciprocating
naval uses. The report of the board
wliich visited south Brooklyn does
not, by any means, settle the question, but throws a much more favorable light upon the turbine proKsl-tiothan anything else.
d

-

n

EMPLOYES WILL
STAND BY MANAGERS.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 20. The railroad
employes tn every branch of service
are determined to oppose the passage
of laws in accordance with President
Roosevelt's idea of rate legislation.
Some time ago, thp Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, the Order of Ra.il- NJ1 Conductors, the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, and
Union,
Switchmen's
discussed the
matter, and appointed committees for
purpose
bringing
of
the
about concerted action on the part of the five
large organizations.
A committee,
composed of representatives
of
tier last afternoon to discuss the
five organizations
held a meeting
matter and decide upon some pla
of holding a mass meeting of railroad
employes for the purpose of protest-iaagainst the proposed legislation.
In their opinion such legislation would
mean a subsequent reduction in wages
and they will make every effort to
prevent tin- - passage of such a law.
It Is believed that a. strong lobby will
be sent to Washington to work
against rate legislation.
RAILWAY

te

g

INCORPORATED FOR
YEARS.

Georgetown, S. C, Dtc. 2c One
hundred years ago yesterday, Georgetown, then a hamlet with half a doen
houses, was incorporated, and in
honor of the oue hundredth anniversary tlve whole city, whieu now has
about 7.000 inhabitants, celebrated.
The whole towu aii In holiday attire.
All i bile buildings and nearly every
4 house and private residence
orated with flags and burning
many windows pictures or
were exhibited. The
of cannon announced the
f
the Jubilee at daybreak
in an early hour visitors
be-o-

ii,Z'ir

.
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State National Bank
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first-clas-

double-bar-rele-
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FINNISH DIET ASSEMBLES
AND FINLAND REJOICES.
Halsingfors, Finland, Dec. 20. The
Finnish diet was reopened here today.
The poulation is highly enthusiastic
over the overthrow of the tyrannical
yoke of the Russians, and the restoration of Finlanr's ancient rights and
freedom. The dictatorship has been
abolished, the manifesto of February
15, 18119. has been annulled and the
Hiatus existing in Finland liefore the
Russian government began to curtail
the freedom of the nation has been
restored. Enormous crowds surround-- d
the parliament building, where the
diet met, ail day, and everywhere the
manifested their Joy over the national
emancipation of Finland.
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WHOLESALE

GROCER

Grain and Provisions
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Get a contract for one of those beautiful
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HE WAS AN OLD
TIMER IN KINGMAN.
William Sweeney, who committed
suicide, last Friday In Kingman, was
an old time resident of Mohave county
uml no rcaHon has been given tor 'hi
act. He baa been at various times
largely Interested In mining at. Chloride and elsewhere about the county.

f

MigMlamols

and give it to your wife for a Christmas present

Li!

AMPUTATED.

pcsmarala says that the bones
Lucero's

Vivian

baSfy

are

leg

shattered and there are small hopes

of saving the limb, says the Optic.
The physician operated upon him yesterday and removed a numler of small
pieces of bone. Lucero was shot
through the b'g several days ago at
Cbaperlto.
ARIZONA

ot

Eastern. MddHion

P3t-$iOMo-

FELLOWS ELECT OFFICERS.
At the meeting of the Lfts Vegas
lodge of Old Fellows, Monday evening, the following officers were elected: Noble grand. F. Le Due; vice
grand, Chas. W. O. Ward; secretary,
T. M.Elwood; treasurer.W. E. Crites;
trustee for three years. Fred Brefeldt;
cemetery trustee, C. V. Hedgcock.
THE LEG WILL BE

50-fo-

the

in

ots

ODD

LAS VEGAS

Dr.
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BAR AGAINST

JOINT 8TATEHOOD BILL.
Ariz., special dlspatc'n
At the cloiu of the annual ban- MVS- duet of the Northern Arizona Bar as- was
nrisiHnn.
.i
Rtrone resolution
unanimously adopted declaring Its nnnltvral.la nnnnsitlnn tn thp toint Statehool bill and Instructing the secretary to forward a copy to Speaker
Cannon.
A Prescott.

DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

GONE TO SICK WIFE

ILLINOIS.
Charles E. Llnney, section director
of the weather bureau at Santa- Fe,
has been granted an Indefinite leave
of absence in order to allow him to remain at the bedside of his wife, who
His
is still quite ill at 'Alton, 111.
children, Dorothy and Edward, have
been very ill with whooping cough,
but it Is believed that they have passed the crisis and are now out of dancer. Mrs. Linney's mother, Mrs. Wil
liam Moore, who 1 auite feeble, Is
aIo confined to ber bed.
IN

ROUGH

Van Ott and Dolah Moyah had a
serious collision ou the field during
Indian-Norm-

4,
5,
7,
8,
8,
9,

MELETON CORDOVA
JULIAN LUNA
.T
WM. 8TEWART
MARIE

er

TO RESPOND.

Andrew Carnegie, through bis
James lluham, lias refused to
as.sist the members of the Woman's
Hoard of Trade of Santa Fe in erect
library in that city.
ing a suitable
For a number of months the women
have been working constantly in an
effort to secure a donation from Mr.
S'?c-reta- i-,

A (short time ugo however, the
Woman's Hoard of Trade received the
following letter, which they consider
as a final answer to their request for
assistance:
"Yours of the 24th received. Perusing thu correspondence it appears
mifortable
that you are in very
now and that what was neccarterswas
money for maintenance,
essary
vhieh you have by now obtained.
"Respectfully,
JAMES BUI I AM.
"Secretary."
COMMITTED

NEAR

METCALF.

uit

brutal murder was committed the other day on the Shannon
hill near Metcall. Ariz., by Jesus Martin Garcfa, who stabbed Concepclon
Villa, who was living with him as
his wife, killing her Instantly. Soon
after committing the deed Garcia
idaced the muzzle of a pistol beneath
ills chin and fired, the ball passing
hrough his mouth and inflicting a
nerioua, but not dangerous wound,
lustice Campbell was soon at the spot
and took care of the wounded man,
and It was well that he was present,
aecauee the Mexican population' weie
o Inceased over the affair that they
probably would have finished the Job
on Garcia, Realizing that violence
was almost sure to be meted out to
the prisoner. Judge Campbell took
him to Clifton on the first train, and
ie has since been at the hospital and
parties
is recovering rapidly. Both
jre natives of Spain and Jealousy was
the cau6 of the trouble.
A

.

S. O. ANDROS
11, FANK CHAVEZ
11, S. TRUBY
13, CHAS. BAIRD

.....

al

OVERTAKEN WITH HEMORRHAGE AND DIED ALONE
A telegram was received at the office
of the sheriff last night from Hot
Springs saying that a single rig had
just come there and that there was In
it the dead body of E. A. Saathoff,
who had left there in the morning
for the White Cloud mine. He was
covered with blood and It was supposed that he had died or a hemorrhage. The telegram added, though,
that that was not quite clear, and recommended that the coroner be sent
up to the junction. Another telegram
was received by P. Mohn, giving the
length of the box which should be
brought along for the dead man's
body. It was decided, though, to or-ithe body to be wrapped in canvass and brought to the city this
morning, when the Inquest, will be
held.
Saathotf was formerly a conductor on the S. F. P. & P., but had
ror some time been Interested in mining south of the Junction. Phoenix

BRUTAL MURDER WAS

N

ALICE LOUISE CLARK

game tn thi city, says the Optic, van
Ott tried to tackle the Indian and they
struck their heads together. Van Ott
was knocked unconscious and the Indian was thrown to the ground, but
managed to get up and start on with
the ball until he was tackled successfully by Hedgcock. The Indian had a
gash cut In the top of
deep three-Inc- h
his head and his hair was soaked with
blood, but he kept on playing until the
same was over.

CARNEGIE REFUSES

RYAN

Prices $125, $ 50 to $175 Pet Lot

FOOTBALL
PLAYING AT LAS VEGAS.

the second half of the

Lot 5, Block 12
Lots 11 and 12, Block 35
Lots 8 and 9, Block Y
Lot 5, Block X
Lot 11, Block 16
"...Lots 3 and 4, Block 20
Lots 9 and 10, Block 31
Block 1, Lot 36
Lots 2 and 3, Block Y
.Lota 11 and 12, Block 32
Lot 9. Block 39

1, JAMES A. HAMMOND
1, H. L. GIBBS

Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notartes public M.have
A.
Ven appointed by Governor
Otero:
Col-ta- x
Max H. Karlsrusher. Springer,
county; Mrs. Minnie Howe, Santa
Rita Grant county; Lucas H. Gallegos,
Clayton, Union county; L. T. Delaney,
.Ibuque'rque, Bernalillo county.
'

Ola-e- t,
Port and Sherry Wines make
bought
?.vd Christmas gifts when
item. Schloss & Co.

'

Lota 8 and 9,
Lot 10,
Lota 3 'and 4,
Lot 10,
Lota 10, 11 and 12,
Lot 11,
Lot 12,
LoU 7 and 8,

A. C. CULVER
ANNA BLUMQUIST
ROY S. HADDRJLL

13,
14,
14,
14,
14,
18,
18,

HARRIET HOTELLING

F. P. APODACA & CO
C. GRANNIS
PETER REID
PUGLIESE
18, AGOSTINO
19, WM. TRAVERS
BENNER
19, ANTHONY

32
85
80
82
Block 89

Block
Block
Block
Block

Block 32

Block 32
Block 60
Lota 4 and 10, Block W
Lot 6,. Block 28

all unsold lots from the market, for
time, on January Jst.

f f We withdraw

a

SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners
ORDINANCE No. 336.
An ordinance amending Ordinance!
No. 330.
He it ordained by the City council oi:
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex-

ico:
Section

1

0

That ordinance No. 330
by adding the following
words: "The street numberer, E. J.
rerrell, shall forwifh prepare and
erect the said street signs, s provided in said ordinance No. 330, and
that the said street signs be erected
before the said E. J. Ferrell collect
any more money from the citizens of
the city of Albuquerque, N. M., for
numbering houses within said city."
Sec. 2. That should said E. J. Ferrell violate the provisions of this ordinance, the contract
and franchise
held by the said E. J. Ferrell from the
city of Albuquerque
be forfeited
forthwith.
Sec. 3. That said E. J. Ferrell
shall, before collecting any money
from the citizens for numbering
houses within said city, furnish a
bond to the said city in the penal sum
of $200 to guarantee the faithful performance of the provisions of ord
inance Nos. 330 and 330 by said E. J.
Ferrell.
Sec. 4. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances In conflict herewith are'
.
hereby repealed.
Duly passed, this 18th day of De-- !
j
cember, A. 1). 1905.
Approved:
FRANK McKE'Ki
Mavor.
HARRY F. LEE.
Attest
City Clerk.
j
1.

ELECTRICAL

ALBUQUERQUE,

MELIN I

0
0

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
AGENTS

EAKIN,

Wtolesaii liquor and Oar Dealers
&
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. ''Whiskies. Moot &
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. 0. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Uetrs, and owner and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. ' Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque. New Mexico.

--

Section 1. That Section
inance No. 32li, duly passed November 6th, 1905, be und the same is
hereby amended by striking out all
of said Section; and that in lieu
thereof it is hereby enacted, as folof Ord-

OLD

write us.

and

West Silver Ave.,

11 G

IICKORY

WAGONS

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by as.

sent of the City Council, shall
point a City Scavenger, and the
Mayor and City Clerk, for and in behalf of the City of Albuquerque, shall
make and enter into a contract with
the person so appointed for a term
of not less than five years or more
than ten years, to do and perform all
the duties of the said office, and the
said party shall give bond to the said
City of Albuquerque in the penal sum
of Two Thousand ($2,000) Dollars, to
so faithfully perform and execute all
the duties to the said office apper
taining and to save the city harmless
from any damage resulting to the
said city from his conduct of the said
office."
Duly passed this 18tn day of December, 1905.
Approved:
FRANK McKEE.
Mayor.
Attest:
HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
ap-

YOUR PICTURE

Un
for Christmas, even if sitting is made a
1
i., a
HiiAf,. until T'lrt.tu
L't
HALF PRICE on all our cabinet pictures.
$10 Pictures, now
$5 $6 Pictures, now
Sittings made by appointment evenings, until 9 o'clock.
Finished.. jyt

309

we.tR.idAv

PENNINGTON

his ii f'r unnatural
hhtrtfna.iDflftiiiuitlioDt,

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

a 4 Decern-

-

WHEN YOU SHOOT

a

V

$3

& BRUKN

carried

f.ff

DRAGOIE

Movin

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Orayin''
FREIGHTS

Shlppin'

ou

I'.if I.

rP fl
frttt
rr ip .f .ihl
be

.

irn

ll.r-- :ll

t oU.ln.
unnSitui.

Bauiilut

Tou have ut once, you'll
Price
rlfht;
call ajaln.
there ain't no gongln'.

PKKMILK HONORS
Our line:

An Xmas

kr

Hreakdown would be too bad H jom
should take your girl out for a 4rir
and your wheel came off or your gearing gave out In any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put In good
coudltlon. It won't cost yon maeb
and will make your mind easy for the
e
winter. We will do it in
style and in prompt order.

Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols
W

M.

COCOCCOCXXICODCXXXXXXXXXXJW

You want to HIT what you arc aimicu ut
be it birl, bcukt or target. Make yn:r
hoik taunt by fchooting th S'l h t.N
Yor 41 ytir STEVENS ARMS hive

t lK
.,at on (he

J

I

115

N. M,

Albuquerqtte,

For Cracked Hands.
Dek!r In
skin and cracked bands are
GENERAL. MERCHANDISE.
sot only cured by De Witt's Hazel Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
Salve, but an occasional application
all kind of Freeh Meat.
will keep the skin soft and smooth. 300 North Broadway. Corner of WashBest for Eczema. Cuts, Burns, Bolls, ington Avenue. ALBUQUERDE.N. M
Etc. The genuine DeWitfg Witch
Hazel Salve affords immediate relief
N. PEACH &C0.
In all forms of Blind, Bleeding, Itching and Protruding Piles. Sold by al
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
druggists.
Automatic 'phone, 5Tb. Office, 208 H
j
West Gold Avenue.
Try a Citizen waut ad for results.
di

Optical Co.
Debber GOLD
AVE.

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

Hough

f f lliwvl j

17.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

con-

MEN AND WOMEN.

Albuquerque, N.

vmrnmnrm

t:

"Ine Mayor, by and with the

FOR,

Val Blatz's Milwaukee Beers
Mail orders have prompt attention. Call or

BAtN

Mexico:

to-wi-

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

0

N.

No.

SUPPLIES

HOLIDAY

0

506 West Railroad Avenue

Pe It Ordained by the City Council
of the City of Albuquerque, New

lows,

SPECIAL

lines, installing and modernizing of lighting and power
plants. Estimates promptly and cheerfully given. Agents
for Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. . Motors, generators,
transformers.

326.

1

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

CONTRACTORS

Will do a general electrical contracting business In New
Mexico and Arizona. Communicate with us for everything
electrical.
All kinds of wiring, building of transmission

Office and Store

SU1EYERS & CO

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

ZINCORPORATKD- -

j

ORDINANCE NO. 33S.
Ordinance Amending Ordinance

ERNEST

Nash Electrical Supply Co.

be amended

la I la aarXJ
M
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TV
or i boll Ira H 71
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Aluminum HiDgeff will
lor so cents in ataiupa.

flrst-claa-

J. Stevens Arms it Tool Co.,
T. O. Box 40
CHICOPEX TAXL8, MASS., D. 8.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

omoM

CO.

aOCOCOCOCOCOOCXXXXOC)CXXXX3
By

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

NOTICE.

Thos. F. Keleher

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANS
Saddlei, Lar
Leather, Harness,
FER STABLES
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
Horses and Mules bought and ei Kobes,
changed.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Second street, between Railroad and Pelts.
W09
AVENUE.
Copper avenues.
WEST RAILROAD
PAINTS,

OILS.

'r.

Kan.
L. C. Wynier. of
.e in Albuquerque with a car load
u good
Jersey cows In ten days.
Don't buy a cow before you nee

the.

Prices w"ill be rlht. The cows can
be seen at Blueher's garden, old town,
oti their arrival.
o

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

The St. Elmo

Flstsl

tfthStti

JOSEPH BARNKTT, rVoy.

120 West Ratfroa

Arcove

SAMIIJI AND
CLUB ROOMS

A.LHUQUEHQUK EVENING CITIZEN.
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President
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and facts upon which to base future questions of legisT00 LATE TO CLASSIFY
lation, and if tho federal government has the power
to control life insurance, a conservative federal law, FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
framed along the lines of national control of life inhousekeeping. (Jt West Railroad
surance, would doubt loss be of benefit to the entire
avenue.
nation.
Where funds have been used unlawfully to Vf'ANT El)
Twenty five salespeople,
men, women and girls. Apply at
Influence state legislation, criminal proceedings should
oncp,
to George Penny's More, Old
be Instituted without fear or favor against the guilty
Albuquerque.
parties.

ut

When

Cost

Dollars Per Outicc

1

Hew Side Light.

Present

of '

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFT8 A MAN MAY RECEIVE
BE EXPECTINtl SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

You aro going to vMt the old home
during the holidays. Cheap rates ta
all points, via trie Santa Fe route.

A

AT THE CASINO THIS EVENING
AT 8:15 A GAME OF BASKET BALL
BETWEEN THE GIRLS' TEAMS OF
THE UNIVERSITY AND THE INDIAN SCHOOL.
ADMISSION
35c.
DANCE AFTER THE CAME.

Christmas Tie

o

HUYLERS AND LOWNEY'8

DIES. O, A. MATSON
AGENT.

Leading Neckwear Makers

CAN-

SOLE

& CO.,

ALL KINDS OF TIN WORK, AT J.
& CO S.

THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT A
MAN'S STORE.
' HE'LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERB, FOR WE LEAD
THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

L. BELL

IF HAWLEYON THE CORN EH'
HAS NOT GOT WHAT YOU WANT,
YOU CANNOT
BUY IT IN THE
CITY.

For Wines and Liquors for the Holidays, go to Stern, Schloss & Co.

M. MANDBLL,

o

FOR RENT.

Three room frame. North First

street

Five room brick, North Eighth

street

120.00

Five rooms, furnished,

0
0
0

M. MOORE
n

In

$30.00

REALTY

has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of its most
celebrated features. Every age has done Ms best to glorify with
melody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show you that the present century
has reached the hlgtiest point of perfection tn musical instruments.
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERING BROS., BUSH &
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE, And
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us In tue
southwest.
Our prices and terms place musical Instruments within the
reach of every home, no matter how humble.
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
RECORDS can be seen and heard at

CO.

Claret, Port and Sherry Wines make
gifts when bought
from Stern, Schloss & Co.

good Chlrstmas

.
(i
GO TO HAWLEY ON THE CORNER FOR YOUR TOYS. THE LAR- ucoi minu tviusi SELECT LINE OF

rntotNis

svivims

I IN

THE SOUTH

HUYLER'S AND LOWNEVS
AGENT.

O. A. MATSON

CAN-DIE-

& CO., SOLE

o
Genuine. Straight Kentucky Bourbon sold at Stern, Schloss &. Co.

All

LOST!

,

Profit on Furs for This Week.
Every Piece at Cost.
B. ILFELD & CO.
.

ft

LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S

(
Established

THE SQUARE MUSIC

"

In 1900.

DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE

oooooooooooo

000OftOfOOftCOtO00000Otv0

ft ft ft ft ft ft

WE HAVE

A

NW

WELL ASSORTED STOCK OF

THE

B4HNETT BUILDING

3' ORE

FOR BRAIN FOOD

-

r

Diamonds, Watches,
'Jewelry 3D. Silverware

About your Xmas preients. Come to this store we'll help you
in selecting your nifts that you intend to give. Our stock Is so
varied
and extensive it is no trouble to choose for man,' woman or child.
from 25c to $10.00.
Bric-a-Bra-

-s

Dressed and undressed

Reliable in quality and moderate in prices. As our stock is
too varied to enumerate, we would he pleased to have you caU
and inspect our goods and to assist you in making a selection.

TOYS.

dolls, from

to $5.00.

15c

TOYS, of all kinds, from 5c to $8.00.

FINE STATIONERY, from 25c to $5.00.
RARE

NOVELTIES, of every description, ranging from

MRRia

f A Christmas Store

jeweler

$15.

Complete
OftOftOftOftOftOft'

205 RAILROAD AVE.

FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
pastry.
The "Empress"
hrand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious quall-Me- s
m desirable In a family
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Government Strentlra
Will of the People.

Large Shipment

Hour.

State

M. BERGEB

Leather Pillows

m

MASS

Appliqued Table Mats

Buy a Charter Oak Steel Range
for a present. Woman is a

JUST RECEIVED.
To close-o- ut
entire line before Christmas, these goods will !. sold a;

slave over an

cook stove.

olci

From

WE GUARANTEE

Discount

331-- 3
marked

prices.

line ever shown here.

Handsomest
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Corner First Street and Railroad Avenue

All

Mmuquerque

rrounary

Santa

TP
F'g

prs on Mining
east side of

mnd Mill

railroad track.

Works

Machlnary

Bpoelalty
Albuquro,u,

m

H. M.

SiggeMs

Restaurant

HAVE

YOU
IN YOUH HOME?

A

TEL5.-I'HON-

Ensb'es
call the ph'sl-cianperform social duties, etc. Rites
from five cents per day up. L
u
ell you about It.

you to order groceries;

;

IN

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room
OKv-"wO40-04-

O

0
0

c

I

0

0400K0000400 2
Bad Weather

IYI.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Servic a la carte, Day and Night. 1'rlvate dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
ruder Pavoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

mm

mjacmne

Building.
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ana

R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlnn
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Foundry

'

DI N K

CO.

&

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

i Benham Indian Trading: Company

VJ IJ3 RK

THEM

BORRADAILE

4

I

.

Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

114 Went

ur

.

to

10c

ENGRAVING FREE

gi'

1

0

ro.MsMlcoT

TrvitK Fully Admitted.

nt

'

$25.00

Seven room brick, modern.
Fourth ward

WEST.

4xotoo04ooK

on West

Railroad avenue

JOHN

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

0000000i00 ooooooooooooo

$10.00

office-holder-

ante-bellu-

HE WILL ALWAY3

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WE HAVE A BEAUTIFUL. LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY SHAPE AND STYLE
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS LOCM ITY
AND CANNOT
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

For Fine KTbony Toilet and Manicuring Sets at Reasonable Prices, call
at Ruppe's Pharmacy.

Saltans

nv

20,

Christmas Neckwear

o

Santa Cruz county held a Joint statehood meeting
Nobody knows hotter than the money klnfis, who recently Hnd organized a flourishing and strong Joint
control the railroads, thai public sentiment will decii'f Ftatehond league.
The republican executive committhe flght between them and the president as to whether tee of tlie same county met and endorsed Jointure in the
very strongest terms.
The action of both bodies was
the railroads will control the government or the
officially
wired to Washington.
This is .the county
will control the railroads.
All tho newspapers In the country which peddle where Colonel Allen Bird, of th, Oasis, is doing such
their Influence to the highest bidder will he found on the valiant work for Jointure.
All .the big trusts which
Bide of the railroad kings.
get lower rates than their small compctitots, and are 0000XXXXXXXKXC00 ooooooooooo
helped by the railroad rebate to kill competition, will
Ms&il
Tem
be on the side of the railroad kings. All the political
bosses in both parties who have influence to sell will
find a ready market for it, and will be on the side of
AH of tho millionaires who inado
the railroad kings.
their pile out of political, industrial, commercial or wXXX00OOOOCKXXOOOOOOUOOOOCK
I
financial graft, and whose business it Is to filch from the
The
world's
record
organized
for
man who works, all the products of his toil save a bare
and "schedule"
Never before
existence for himself and family, will be on the side riding was made by the Pony Express.
All of the lalor leaders who nor Blnce has mail been carried so fast, so far and so
of the railroad kings.
are In the movement for what graft there Is In Belling long, merely by horse power; and if I am not in. error,
out their fellow workers to the greedy
of never elsewhere have horses been so steadfastly spur-ro- d
In any regular service, says Charles
Liimnils, in
society will be on the side of the railroad kings.
And
all of these hired hosts of greed and plutocracy will McClure's.
The Pony express carried mail between the east
work together to build up whnt public sentiment they
can among the people hostile to the president's policy. and California tat $5 per half ounce) tor two years. It
For all of them know that the greatest power In this ran from Independence to San Francisco, 1,950 miles.
country, or anywhere else on earth, is the power f Its time was ten days, and It never needed eleven.
It
employed 500 of the fastest horses that could bo found,
the people.
Already the cunning minions of greed are at work all western horses, 200 statlonkeepers and eighty riders.
building up this hostile sentiment.
Already we hear It had 130 stations crowded down the tnroat of the
to 100 miles (or even more) apart,
the talk that "any Interference with the earning power wilderness, sixty-fiv- e
The rider was allowed
of railroads will be detrimental to the "railroad em- according as water chanced.
to change horses and malls at a station.
It. 13 the two minutes
ployes."
We have heard that talk before.
William F. Cody, "UufTalo Hill." was the most fasame old game.
And the theory is, that if employes
will protect their employers in the absolute right to pay mous of the Pony express riders and as a
what wages they please, tho employers, in the goodness "kid" got, his first job from the man that invented the
Cody made the record here a round-tri- p
of their hearts, will please to pay their oMiglng em- Pony express.
ride (necessitated by the killing of his relief) of
ployes handsomely.
384 miles without stops, except to change horses
and to
swallow one hasty meul.
Another of the Pony express riders, Jack Keetley,
hours; and anThe Citizen has been Informed that a prominent made a run of 340 miles in thirfy-on- e
other, Jim Moore, rode 280 miles in fourteen hours
democrat In this city has received a letter from a promminutes.
inent democrat in Washington, conveying the InformaSuch men got $100 to $123 per month and "found."
tion that Messrs. Luna and Bursum, representing the
Postage
territorial republican organization of New Mexico, se- Their mail was limited to fifteen pounds.
cured the renominatlon of so many of the present In- was $5 per half ounce for some time; then the governcumbents in office, on the distinct understanding with ment ordered it cut down to $1 per half ounce, at
the president, that if the joint statehood bill pass con- which figure It stayed till the completion of the overgress the republican organization of the territory shall land telegraph to San Francisco (October 22, 1861)
then work for the hill instead of against It. In other ended the life of this gallant enterprise.
words, the republican organization us such and the men
who compose it, together with the reappointed officials,
00X)C0XX0000000XXXXXX0XXX)0
nhall abstain from efforts to defeat joint statehood when
CoiaditiOKn
it comes before the people for ucceptauce.
Three things The Citizen has firmly believed for
Ufa
Secu
Home time: The question Is Joint statehood or nothing;
From Denver Republican.
the president and his supporters In congress having
made joint statehood an administration measure, the
president would not nominate to office active opponents
of his own measure, and thereby Increase the probabiliThe Colorado river seems to have lost forever its
ties of defeat for the plan he had proposea; there Is way, for instead of flowing into the Gulf of California,
too much patriotism and good sense in the republican it is still pouring nearly Its entire volume Into the great
party of New Mexico, alike in its organization and Salton basin in the southeastern part of California.
s,
for them to oppose statehood when it
For nearly tea months It has been diverted from its
becomes fully manifest that Jointure Is the only kind direct channel to the gulf, and following tho
of cer.procurable, even though they are ardent supporters of tain Irrigation ditches it has been producing aline
great lake
single statehood as their first choice.
within the area lying below sea level, so well known to
The Citizen, therefore, Is by no means surprised travele-on the Southern Pacific across southern Calat, or incredulous as to the Information received hy the ifornia
Albuquerque democrat from his friend.
The channel found in the V'eginnlng has been widened and deepened by the constant rush of water since a
path was first broken last February, and many engineers believe that attempts to dam this How and send
It Is not often that a newspaper gets reckless and the river back to the Gulf of California will be futile.
gives away the motives and practices of those by whom
The sea or lake thus formed in the Salton basin par-tak4t la employed.
Hence, the Phoenix Enterprise 'is
of the chan.cte:- - of its desert floor,. for the heavy
worthy of some commendation when it says:
deposits of salt for which that locality is known have
"It is encouraging to see all the railroads and big made the water salt, notwithstanding every drop pourinK
mining companies In Arizona fighting against the joint out or the river Is as fresh as Its source in the
ureal snow
statehood bill.
The Enterprise warned these people bank i of the l'.ociiy mountains.
It Is feared I hat thd rushing flood may spread into
aeveral months ago that if they did not want to be
subjected to New Mexico legislation, wherein their taxes the adjacent Imperial valley and cause destruction in
would be raised 1,000 per cent, they had better move in fields ulready reclaimed .by irrigttlon. Apart from this,
the matter, but Walter Douglas and his people were too hew ever, II does not i.'.J,.jr that try
damage will
busy trying to remove Governor Klbhey ami 'fighting to ho dene f i i..
.or. iims to flow into Salton basin
prevent paying their Just taxes to give heed to this un- instead or Into lie? Gulf of ;alii'orr.la.
"If the sea miss
important matter, but now that the woods are being the river, what matter: the c, is the hea still forever."
shelled and the enemy advancing, these men are shriekEvaluation will be so rapid that the utmost that the
ing about "injustice."
Well, there is one thing certain, river can do will be to hold the newly formed sea iu
that If Arizona and New Mexico are Joined, the producing Salton basin to a normal level, and hence It Is Improbable
mines of Arizona will go on the tax roll for at least that any new outlet will he found from the flooded basin
to the gulf.
$100,000,000, and the railroads will be raised In proporNow If these corporations can stand tills, the
tion.
people surely can.
So it is up to them to get Into the
harness and WORK."
That they are working working openly, by bribery
and corruption of every kind both in Arizona and at
Washington City, the telegrams from day to day leave
no shadow or doubt.
From the Colorado Springs Telegraph.
The lobby of these interests, at
Washington, is the most open and daring; in its schemes
OOOOOC0XCOOOOCKCKXXXCK0XC
of corruption ever known eveu In that city.
The security of our government, then, rests upon
the fact that individual ambition cannot succeed to the
laaelTilacieiracy.
point where the individual becomes greater than the
Some of the able men of the south,, who have come government. The majority stands ever ready to prevent
down to us from
days, with all the old such eventuality.
ideas of stales rights, are opposing the federal control
Seldom has there been a more striking demonstra
of corporations, claiming they should be controlled in the tion of the
character of the American
states where they have been incorporated.
The futility, union than is being afforded at this time in the curbof state action has been fully evidenced, In railroads ing by the people of the power which individuals' who
especially.
have been leadiug great corporate governmental menThe business before them is never ending.
What aces have been endeavoring to secure.
Railway and
iittle has been done Is only of local effect. For all Mis- Insurance magnates, though they would not like to acsouri knows, when it equalizes a rae, the railroad may knowledge it, have been endeavoring to overthrow our
be getting even in Illinois or in Kansas or wherever it government by shaping our legislative deliberations
may have territory, giving some other statu something into moulds furnished by themselves.
Successful in
to find out and resent.
A merry game of blind man's small things they have constantly enlarged the scope
One state may correct an abuse from which the of their influence until corporation magnates apparbuff!
forty-thre- e
others may suffer indefinitely because of the ently have believed themselves to occupy strongholds
arts and methods of the legal department of the rail- unassailable.
roads.
The almost daily indictment of railway magnates
An ideal condition could only be reached by simufor violations' of the law, howevor, and the revelations
ltaneous decisive action by forty-fostates against the of the New York insurance investigation as to the methscores of railroad corporations mid their combinations. ods of insurance magnates by which they have advanced
To suggest the idea exposes its impracticability.
The their own Interests at the expense of policyholders, inthought brings on headache the fallacy of It, the futility dicate that the balance wheel of American institutions
of It. The power Is not there.
It seeing that the pres- and principles of government Is yet at work.
Railway
ident Is not only right, but profoundly so, in demanding magnates are not yet greater than tho law, nor are infor the federal government innplo power to do swiftly surance magnates sufficiently powerful to withstand the
and completely what the country wants done, make the force f public sentiment.
humblest shipper stand upon equal ground with the
The laborer is worthy of his hire.
The American
Standard Oil company and other big shippers who have public is beginning to conclude, however, that a great
outraged the integrity of trade In enjoying secret con- many laborers In the more conspicuous. If not more
cessions at the hands of the railroads.
Important walks of life, have beeu hired for a great
deal more than they are worth. The result Is that they
The Phoenix, Arizona, Enterprise Is authority for are being allowed to make room for men who are will-lu- g
the information that J. C. Adams, chairman of the anti-Joito match worth against a fair remuneration for serstatehood league, states that during the past two vice.
Tho readjustment of affairs in Insurance Hud
weeks not less than 10,000 letters have been sent out to other corporate circles Is only beginning.
eastern people asking them to in turn write to memThe public usually is able to get what It wants.
bers of congrs, usking them to work against Jointure The' trouble usually lies In agreeing upon wnat is deof New .Mexico uud Arizona within the next few days. sired.
The proceedings of the day toward hunting out
To copy from the New Mexican, The t'iilen need only the rascals and eliminating them from the affairs with
say, as that paper said of similar documents sent .from which they have been identified only that they might
this territory in favor of jointure: "The fact l hut these debauch them, instead of causing a feeling of public
were written hy the same man. and wciv paid for out of discouragement, ought to cause u lively bound in the
the slush fund of the league Is not alluded to. public raith In the public. A very healthful movement
There is such a thing as being discreet l
silent at toward an equalization of affairs is under way.
times."
He Brought the Canary.
Covcriior II II. Brooks, of Wyoming:
I.a.lj ' What is it, little boy?"
federal control of life Insurance and the iact(1; of
Hoy eoiue to claim de reward you off i led for
certain insurance companies to maintain a fund for the de l i t in n of your canary."
purpose of liifltieneinj; legislation,
I.ady -- 'ilut that la a cat."
believe tho investigations now taking place in New York state will bo of
Boy
-- Chl"leu, Inn the canary is inside de
great benefit to our people in giving them information cago News.
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THE CHRISTMAS RUSH

WHOLESALE ARRESTS

STARTS ON SATURDAY

IN EARNEST

NOW ON

EN I NO CITIZEN.

POLICE ARE MAKING

HOLIDAY VACATION

IS

KV

Institutions of Learning Are Determined to Break Up
Close Friday Until Tuesthe Petty Nests of Thieves
Infesting Albuquerque.
day January 2.

All

The Postoffice

Full of

Crowded-Stor- es

Boys Are

Shoppers-Messenge-

r

Busy-Expr- ess

Business Great.

CHRISTMAS

ELtVtN CARLOADS OF PACKAGES WERE HANDLED

TODAY

expeditious
an exceedingly
"Is the Christmas rush on yet at-in died in by
Postmaster Hopkins and
maimer
snorted an
the express business?"
Welis-FarsExpress his assistants.
tache, of the
In the rush of Retting their packcompany's local office this morning, in
mistakes and
answer to a query of the, same nature ages off. many ludicrous
by patrons. This
by a reporter for The Evening Citi- oversights are made
"Well. Ill be say, Mr. Repor- morning a rather elderly man, with
zen.
the unmistakable stamp of the farmer
ter, yon come hre, quick."
about him. approached the registry
to
mad.;
haste
reporter
The startled
window with a package.
followed
request,
and
with
the
comply
"How much will It cost to send this
loof
the
'
express
man
'he door
the
to
Lumber Village. Missouri?" asked
cal office.
old man. The clerk, noticing that
the
Well,
...
. i.
.
"See that train?" he asked.
.l,tiaft. afttv- express
.
, wr tlns the
she'a loaded with
'
"
I shun rt
on
going west. Is the rush
the old man, and asked:
address
for
Say SO.
.n,Hnr It to. nleSse?'
"Wl. oin
The train In cuieHiion. eons.sje. o.
yow blwllK,M. retorte1 eignt WellBf argo express aim
,.Yo
tell me howmnn
erator cars, the engine ana
much it will cost: I'll pay it, and you
morning
at
and lert Albuquerque this
send it; that's all you got to do
9 o'clock. All the cars were heavily
It was finally explained to tho old
and
loaded with express packages,
man
that the package couldn't very
adIn
the train wag run as an "extra," cars well be sent without an address, and
dition to the many express
mumbling an apology, ho withdrew to
hauled by the regular trains. Besides, write the address.

PROGRAMMES

,MNE

Practically all luatitut ions of learning In Albuquerque will close Friday
night for the annual holiday vacation.
The public schools, the Indian
school and tho parochial schools will
all finish their studies Friday after- ,noon and not resume them again until
Tuesday, January i.
No formal Christmas exercises will
be observed at the High school, the
faculty beluff of the opinion that the
students will have enough exercises
to command their time without adding
any to conflict with their regular

n"""!,

"'jlh
cuir,'

,,,,,!

.

1

......

LAT

The Albuquerque police tire making:
a strenuous effort to break up the
petit thievery which has been going
on In this city in bold fashion for
some time in the past. Chief MeMillln
has Instructed the force to take Into
custody every suspicious person found
on the streets niter dark and that the
men are doing so there is no question
as the large nightly docket proves,
Last evening nine men were placeit
under arrest ami confined In the city
prison. They compose about every
hi ranger seen on the streets of
querque Ihsi evening who was tinnhlo
t, Bive a good account of himself.
Tho names of the suspects were
H. A. Taylor, Dave Wilbur, L. Ramirez, n. Orosco. A. Hernandez. F.d.
Tucker. O. W. Redden, A. R. Littner
and K. II. Shelton. Sbelton whs only
liberated yesterday on the charge of
vagrancy and was given five days on
th streets bv Judge Crawford. Wll
bur. who the police allege has served
time-- In the penitentiary for larceny,
was sent up for ten days. The others
were released upon the promise to
either get out of town or find employment.
The police will continue lo arrest
They have
all suspicious persons.
found by years of experience that
such a procedure often results In bagging some of the crooked ones. This
fact Is proven in the case of H. J.
Stewart, a vagrant who the police are
certain la guilty of several burglaries
and Is now confined In the city prison.
Judge Crawford will have no leniency
ou guilty parties brought before Mm.
In fact the entire department la working In a systematic manner toward
breaking up these petty depredntlons
which are proving so annoying to
residents.

A

out. Friday

j

s.

the train crew, seven extra express
messengers were in charge. Another
train of three cars also went out this
morning.
The outgoing packages are very numerous at this time of the year, and
the two express wagons of the local
office are kept busy all day bringing
In packages destined to outside points,
in addition to the many packages that
are brought to the oflice by the senders In person.
This morning, George K. Neher, who LETTERS TO SANTA CLAUS
"The Incoming rush will not be on has a great reputation throughout the
CLAUS COMING IN BUNCHES
in earnest until Friday or Saturday," southwest as a huntsman and a fishsaid a clerk at the local express of- erman, and one whose lelt holds troaim, and
fice this morning, "as the senders phies from his unerring
CHILDREN OF ALBUQUERQUE
figure on the packages reaching their suckers galore, appeared at the corner ALL
AND SURROUNDING TOWNS INor
two
before
avenue
day
a
just
Railroad
destination
of Second street and
VITED TO WRITE BEFORE NEXT
Christmas, but from Friday until af- undpr Interesting conditions and Just
CAPTURE OF JORDAN
SATURDAY.
to
will
rushed
be
we
Citizen's
holidays,
Evening
ter the
at the moment Tho
are
WAS WORTH $1,300
"Scar-faceout
going
d
Charpackages
death. The
famous cartoonist,
It Is just two weeks since The Evvery numerous, much more so than ley," hove In sight. The following is ening Citizen first received a letter
was sent out last year at this time. the work of the cartoonist, showing from Santa Cluus, who wrote to us OFFICERS GET $500, WHILE $800
We haven't increased our local
Mr. Neher on the young dromedary from North Pole Town, In Reindeer
IS TO BE PAID ON CONVIC
force as yet. but will probably which he purchased at the Portland Laud, Just a few miles north of Toy-villTION.
exposition and which he will present
have to in the next two days.'"
to
Evening
Citizen
asking
The
Passenger
traffic for the holiday to his son, Willie Neher, as a Christ- invite all the children of Albuquerque
United Stales Marshal C. M. For
season hasn't incrensed to1 any great mas present.
to write to him, sending the letters in aker
stated fills morning that $500 of
extent as yet, as the holiday reduced
of this
editor
care
Claus
of
Santa
the
the $1,300 reward offered for the ar
rates do not take effect until the 22d,
paper.
Jordan, the bank rob
but already the incrensed business reSince that date we have received rest of Thomas Gallup,
been pnld
sulting from the holiday season, is
dozens of letters, gome of which were ber capturedthe at remaininghad$S00
would
beginning to be felt, as each train
published last Saturday, and the re- and that upon
conviction. The bank
passing through Albuquerque carries
mainder of which will be published be paid
from one to three extra coaches, in
Santa Claus at Vlnita, I. T., which wa the victim
this coming Saturday.
addition to tneir regular equipment.
wants to know how old you are, where of Jordan's proclivity to get money
paid the
By the 23d the passenger traffic will
you live, If you have been good, or at the point of a
be in fun swing, and tne locai pas
tried to be good during the past year, $500, and the $800 Is to come fromIt
senger agent predicts an exceedingly
what you have done to show Papa and the Texas I.lve Stock association.
heavy travel this year, as crops, sheep
Mama that you have tried to be good, seems that Jordan was In the habit
nnd driv
Industry, general business, etc., nas
and the one thing that you would most of stealing cattle In TexasTerritory
to
been so good this year that the farmlike to have for a Christmas present ing them info tlie Indian
men and
sell.
ers, ranchmen, business
from Santa Claus.
others, have plenty of money with
Write your letters and send thera In
which to make a trip east to visit the
to the Santa Claus editor of The Eve- M'CLURE NEVER CONFESSED
"old folks," or elsewhere for the holining Citizen, and we will publish them,
TO ROUBLE MURDER
days.
and as Santa Claus Is a constant readsang
one
Nuttln' to do but work,"
er of The EMenlng Citizen, he will
of the A. D. T. bnys of the Western
see your letters and find out what you HIS SOUNDNESS OF MIND IS
Union Telegraph oflice, who are also
would most like to have.
QUESTIONED STORY OF CON
feeling the results of the approach of
Old Santa has promised to read all
conhail
who
To
a
party
of
friends
In The Evening FESSION DOES HIM AN INJUS
published
the Christmas holidays. Besides the gregated
letters
the
to see the sight, Mr. Neher Citizen, so watch next Saturday's isregular force of six loys, six extra
TICE.
for the announced that he was on his way to sue closely and' you will see just how
boys have been employed
ditch,
Alameda
headgates
the
the
of
Christmas rush of delivering packages
much Santa Claus will find out,
Judge W. C.'Heacock stated this
wild through
where for the past centuries
and registered letters from the
the columns of THE PAPER morning that a great Injustice had
e.
the
to
will
and
at
boars
had
roamed
Louis Segll. Arthur Klein, Joe
AND LETS been done his client, Emllio MeClure,
In THAT ORIGINATES
Howard the destruction of certain elements
McCaffrey. "Pat" Truswell,
OTHERS FOLLOW.
by the story circulated this morning
are
They
locality.
particular
that
compose
Uieliman and Harry Frank
Raying that he had confessed that he
harder,
course
of
to
shoot,
hard
and
Buy your Table Wines for the Holithe regular force, while Arthur
killed Nicholas Sanches and Carmel
would
thought
he
catch,
he
but
to
days from Stern, Schloss & Co.
Reginald
Radcliffe, Arthur
Baca on the Rio Puereo last summer,
killing
best.
In
the
succeed
several
of
Alber-soMoon, Harold Sellers, Willie
"MeClure never ha confessed to
slain,
he
carcasses
From
those
of
the
EXWORK
FOR
TIN
HOUSES
and IX'O Murphy are the extra could secure a few hams, and have
the murder," continued the attorney
FIRST-CLASIN
ORDER,
ECUTED
bovs employed.
"He plead guilty to It. en the advice
something for Christmas dinner other AT J. L. BELL A. CO'S.
Ixicul Manager (;argan, speaking of
of his fattier, after the latter had
crowd
Seeing
etc.
the
turkey,
than
the rush, said: "We have twelve ttoys of people increasing, Mr. Neher rode
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One that McClure'B mind Is so weak that
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receive work equal to theirs.
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trial will convince the roost fastidious he would not be a safe witness In his
The force of boys at the Postal FOR SO DOING, C. ARCHULETA lady that Madam Gross understands own defense."
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WORK.

Rad-cliff-
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SILK PETTICOATS.
For an Xmas present A woman
can never have too many allk petSee our handsome- line,
ticoats.
ranging In price from $7.50 to

XMAS

HANDKERCHIEF
SPECIAL.
Six fine linen Handkerchiefs,
handsomely embroidered an hemstitched, arranged In pretty box,
at $1.25 per box.

Turnover Collars, In dainty patterns, at 2."c and 35c each.
XMAS FURS.
.
A present suited to the season,
specially priced at 25 per cent less
than regular selling price.

$25.

A big Xmas Special.
Entire assortment of Voltaire Kid Gloves;
regular price, $1.25 per pair; Xmas
price, only 95c per pair.
XMAS SUGGESTIONS FOR MEN

AND BOYS.

XMAS.

and Knit
Cashmere
Sacques, Sweaters, Booties, Ixing
and Short Kimonos, Mittens, Caps,
Felt Slippers and handsome Baby
Buggy Robes.
HANDSOME SILK SHAWLS.
In black and white, at $1.35 to
$3 each.
Knit Wool Shawls, assort M colors and prices.

A very beautiful
collection of
Dresden silk and delicately colored
Satin Opera Hags. They make a
very select present, at $1 to $3.50
each.

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
Doylies. In assorted sizes, 25c,
35c and 50c each.

Fancy Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
Neckwear, Suspeii ".ers, Gloves and
Suit Cases,

BABY'S

Pretty

XMAS OPERA BAGS.

XMAS KID GLOVES.

to- - yif&ar

Ready

GREAT

S&ction
CHRISTMAS REDUCTIONS

Our entire stock of Women's and Children's Coats and
Suits to be sold before Christmas
x

Tailor-mad-

e

Less Than Actual Price
Per Cent IDEAL
ORORTUNITY

At 15

AM

Beautiful lines of Xmas Dress and Waist Silks, very latest shades;
wear guaranteed, at 85 CENTS PER YARD.

Bond Taffeta Silks

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Yon Can Fluid!

I

AT OUR STORE

e,

post-offic-

FIVE.

Christmas Sdas
MEXICAN

NIGHT

AMu-studie-

rhetorical program will be carried
afternoon tit the mgti
will be routine work, rather
but
school,
11
'
At some of
than special exercises.
the grade schools Christmas programs
will be rendered.
Except room parties there will he
ist
no exercises at the St. Vincent and
Immaculate Conception schools.
The faculty at the Albuquerque Indian institution of learning has arranged for a Christmas dinner Sunday
next as a treat to the pupils. Suuday
morning special Yuletldo exercises
will take place and Sunday evening
a cantata will be rendered, a genCITY
NEHER LEAVES
eral party Is scheduled for Monday
at which time the public are
ON WILD HOG HUNT evening
cordially Invited.
The University of New Mexico will
JUST AS HE MOUNTED HIS YOUNG close Friday afternoon nntll tho TuesDROMEDARY
CARTOONIST day following New Year's day. It Is an"SCAR-FACECHARLEY" TOOK nounced that there will bo no Christ- -'
mas exercises followed out this year.
HIS MEASURE.
.

ARRESTS

PAGE

Diamonds, Solid Gold Ring, Watche, Sterling Silver, Solid Gold
Lace Pins,
Clock, Souvenir Spoon, Solid Gold 8carf Pin,
Gilt Blocks, Fine Cut Glass, Fine Fancy China, Ladies' Solid Gold
Chains, Solid Gold Button and Stude, Gent' Chain, Alarm Clock,
and other articles too numerous to mention.
SEE OUR THREE SHOW WINDOWS.

We

Offer to supply you with anything

In

5. VANN & SON

our line, at price that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Set
40c China Salad Bowl

$9 V

Stove.... $8.75

$6
25c
20

Auto Dhone. 816. Ball nfcnna. UK.
'

A- -

BORDERS,

Black or White

Decorated Haviland China, at
per cent discount
75o Glasa Berry Set
...25c
20c
35e Glate Water pitcher
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lamp
$3.25
$4,50 Decorated Lamp
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
40c
60c Steam Egg Poacher
$10-5- 0
$12.50 Buggy Harness

RpaMonp

A

mblmer

'

Commercial Club Bulldlni
CITT UNDERTAKER,

q

runerml Director and

Heare.

I

$5.00

T PAYS

V

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

'

i

to have your store or residence wired and furnished
with electrical apparatus 'jy

the

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

S

Southwestern

TMK

Cleaner

9

and
Oeneral bousecleanlng
job work promptly done.
Bell phone, Red 271.
Automatic phone, 260.
AVE.
RAILROAD
411 WEST

Electric

mmBmmmlg

and

Construction Co.
We use the best material and employ the most skilled workmen.
SOUTH

216

SECOND

STREET.

HUY-LER'-

i

t

0000C 003000 00K0000000

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
Bottled

We intend disposing of all our holiday goods,
if you want something nice for your friends.

2
n Flnt

In Bond.

al-t-

13.

Mexico's

Ch00000

MELINI & EAKIN
Agent.

Sol

Ideal Xmas Gifts

Albuquerque,

M. M.
Automatic Phone. 199. '

For Ladies, Gentleman and Children
0.

W.

LADIES.
GENTLEMEN.
CHILDREN.
Doll Carriagea
Stein
Cut Glacs
Art China
Morris Chair
Fine Lamps
Express Wagons
Morris Rockers
Red Chair
Silverware
Trunk
Ladies' Desk
Bags
Red Table
Music Racks
Nursery Chairs
Suit Case
High Chairs
Fine Rocker
Shaving Mugs
Cups and Saucer
Morris Chair
Center Tables
Office Chairs
Plate Racks
Couches
Pictures
Washing Machine
N KKCF.D'T OF A SMALL
STORK Ol'HN KVKNINOSWK WILL HOLD ANY AKTICLK FOR XMAS DELIVERY.

Strong's Sons

Go-Ca- rt

STRONG BIXCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendent
Falrvlew
San'a Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS.
N.

Second St., Both Phones.

0
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

s

FOX,

Both Phone.

205 GOLD AVENUE.

0

I

H.

BRIQQS A CO.- Prop. Alvarado Pharmacy.

you

Tlie McBrianl Furniture Co. i

Distiller,
FRANKFORT. KT.

1

thr

M.

0OCO00ee0

SALE

first-clas-

a.

St. and Gold Are.

We can pleas

,j9c 2qjtKj0mjqj2Qj,mm6t.qjcjq

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

GRAND

CLOSING OUT

i THIS WEEK

00000000)00

CH0X00

0000C3

THE NEW YORK FAIR
ANTONIO

ARMIJO 4. CO.

o

Carries the United States mail ; a
only line with a change of slock en
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
0
rouie; gKl r!g-- h'.iscs and drivers; 0
rig leave Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For q Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street q
panlcuiars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., iigenH, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. m.OCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
e Kvening Citizen SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
Sul'sc rlhe for
EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
and et tbe newt.
!
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ELKS' THEATRE OOOOOOOO0

IT PAY

DOES

DANCE AT PUEBLO INDIAN VILLAGE

INDIAN CHRISTMAS

To experiment when tho Stomach,
Mver, Kidneys, or Huwels are weak
A thousand
and falling for assistance? example
of
timet no! Follow the been cured,
the mutitude who have
and commence taking

n

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20,

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
cures Headache, Indigestion,
and Female W.
Cotlven
also prevents Colda. Grippe, or aPneufree
monia. Try It tcday, hI
your
coiy of our 1906 Almanac from
ilniggiM.

MATINEE
FRIDAY,

Dyi-pepei-

i

ATTENTION
CORTELYOU
IN
TO DEVICES RESORTED TO
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
FORCING

"
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EVERITT
For Fine Silverware, Tea Seta, Water Sets. etc.

EVERITT
For Toilet

Ftr Rings, Brooches, Chain Lockets, etc.

EVERITT
For Everything
Store.

a

In

Jewelry

first-clas- s

EVERITT

ELKS' THEATRE

EVERITT
years, and guarHas been with you twenty-twantees everything with a guarantee, that is
o

Good.

Matinee and Nteht

EVERITT

The Diamond Palace.

Railroad Avenue.

KS00 oooooooooo

FRAZEE& BROWNE

1

T

DEFINES

found

For Present
of All Sort, Useful, Lasting,
Beautiful Xmaa Gift.

!

.,nr

ATTORNEY GENERAL PRiCHARD

Silver, Ebony, Rotewood, etc.

EVERITT

Juluis Caesar

i
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I admire Colonel Hopewell for his donor.
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In
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Statehood Question,
rr niay become donor cases
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in
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but
find
scrlptions.
and humor and could not
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possible not to congratulate him on .i.
and given
to Friends Being Amused
any honorable effort he might make. whole list will be considered legitimacy
Not having changed my views on this weight in determining the
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His Conduct.
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Citizen:
To
misrepresentations of another's posU
The two automobilists, Percy F.
new- Hagennan,
the
ap- Hon.
H.
J.
The
Inst.,
12th
individual mak- Megargel and David P. Fassett. who
the
of
helps
the
neither
tlon
In The Citizen
governor, Hon. H. O. ing them nor the cause he represents. are crossing the deselrt, have a "press
ly appointed
peared the following r"ce
unnim and others were present when The proposition of Joint statenoou agent" at the eastern end of their
,
WHY IS PKlUtlAUU auai.d
this resolution was introduced by me never came from the people of either trip, and are sending out printed acI
STATEHOOD? FK1ENDS OF THE and adopted by the committee.
territory in the first llace, but is sim- counts" of their jnurney. The Citizen
supported Mr. Rodey at this conven- ply a
of a sentiment that received one of those "printed
MEASURE ARE HEARTILY AMUSas a candidate found its birth among some of our
tion for
dated from Peach Springs,
ED AT HIS CONDUCT. THE TURN for delegate
MOM
MINIMI PHYSICIANS
to congress, earnestly, eastern friends, who were Jealous of Dec. 12, but. this paper, feeling sure (tH HtCOMMENDtD
LEAF.
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enthusiastically and determinedly, but Ihe growing power of the west, and that the two men are not carrying
Citinot one word was said by me in tnat. who look Ht the question through nav-ro- along with them a printing office with
"The special received by The
zen yesterday, telling of, tue part At- convention, before It, or after it, in
sectionalism. I am not borrow a Job press, and knowing positively
torney General George W. Pricbard favor of Joint statehood. Mr. Itodey, ing my ideas from those gentlemen on well that the automobile company was
are
and other New Mexico politicians
not having been nominated, I supportthe statehood question, as I flatter trying to get a lot of free advertising,
AGAINST DiSOHOtHSof TMt STOMACH KIDKtYSMB BLADDER
taking In the fight against Joint state- ed Mr. Andrews, the nominee of that myself that. I know more about what, refused to i"'nt tiie advanced printed
brtugB
hood at the national caplital,
ffht '3francterantfom?artt,
convention. In the campaign, believing we want here ,thans they do. But as account. Other papers, however, In
it my duty to do so, as it was tbe duty this explanation of my attitude is not this territory, and one not very far
to the mind of the writer the conduct
apof Mr. Prichard previous to his
of every republican to do, and I advo- tor the purpose of discussing the mer- - from The Citizen office, published the
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
pointment to the office of attorney cated separate statehood In that cam- Its of statehood from any aspect, I "printed account," whether It was so
to
general, thus obligating himself
paign as a party measure, and the re- forbear going into that subject now.
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advanced
placed
even
or not, and
It's a case of the publican candidate tor delegate to conGovernor Otero.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
date on the account, thus deceiving
sensitive palm of the leaf of the plant gress was elected on a platform conj the public again as to their telegrams.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
turning with the sun, and basking, taining the aliove separate Btatehood NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING.
profiting and growing under Its rays. plank.
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"At the outset of the Joint statehood
REPAIR SHOP.
FURS AT COST.
The regular annual meeting of the
In Los Angeles
movement no more ardent supporter last,I remember being meeting
repaired and set up; turn)
Your Opportunity to buy "4
Here's
Stoves
Comof
Hank
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stockholders
of
there
the
summer
of
and
of it could be found that Colonel Hon.
a Good XmaB Present Cheap.
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Marcus Smith, the Hon. W. H. merce for the election of directors for
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onel's support. He was an
unenuivoeally untrue that I said will be held at its banking house on cough. One
Minute Cough Cure cuts
at law of reputation, and a gentleman itoneis word
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at
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time
the mucus, draws the inflammation
of deep thoimht, one who had lived joint Ktiitehooil. but on the other hand
V.
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STRICKI.ER.
out of
and CURE
under a territorial form of government
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'hroat. lungs and bronchial
Vice President and Cashier. tubes, the
with' all the reason at my
heals, soothes and cures. A
for many years and was of wide ex- advocated
u
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statehood
for
separate
command,
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Tlio holiday rates will be one and Cough,
Mexico, and the Hon. Mark Smith, Mr.
fold by nil druggists.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell says that he C.
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that
remembers when Colonel Prichard
route. Call at the ticket ofCitizen want ads get me business.
came' to him and congratulated him m this territory, and mo Hon. w. . Santn Fe get
particulars.
Try one.
I
on the stand be had taken for joint Grew, and a half dozen otners, wnose fice and
statehood. Even In California Inst
Pries
rONSUMPTION
summer, the writer rememliers that
0UGKS and
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Colonel Prieliard took great delight In
Free Trial.
J0LDS
talking Joint statehood to the Hon.
Marcus Smith, delegate from Arizona.
Surest and Uuickeet Cure for all
W. H. Greer was another New Mexand 1UNO TJtOUB-XJi-S,
TUROAT
ican who took delight in talking joint
MONK1 BACK.
or
statehood to the Hon. Marcus Smith,
and so ardent were these gentlemen
in their supiKirt of Joint statehood and
so fertile were their arguments that
Mr. Smith finally fled to Catallna Island In the Pacific ocean, to escape
them.
"Then those who witnessed and
heard the able speech made by Colonel Prichard In support of Hon. H. S.
Rodey at thp last territorial republican convention, will also remember
that the colonel, immediately after the
convention, male a trio over the ter
ritory campaigning for the nominated
candidate. Directly after that campaign, the politicians who bad on two
occasions defeated him for the appointment of district Judge, made him
'
attorney general.
"The influence Mr. Prichard ought
congress
to have on the members of
on the statehood matter should act
very much as a boomerang."
y

ete

EVERITT

P. M.,
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lainheeElng

p

For Fine Watches, from $3 up to 1150.

Washington
A special dispatch from
The postmaster
17 says:
general in tAe dull, bulletin of .hi
ADMISSION:
department, has directed the attcnUon
sec Matinee
:
25c and 50c
of postmasters to abuses of the
50c, 75c and $1
privilege by certain publiond-claEvening
cations. After setting forth
law by
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursday,
used for wading the
the December 21, at 9 a. m.
quoting
and
subscriptions,
forcing
ss

Diamond!.

EVERITT

Hamlet"
AT 8:30

CALLS

I'rf

For Fin

MATINEE AT 2:30 P. M.
Kecltul of Shakespeare's
Immortal- - Play.

HALT IS CALLED
IN MAIL ABUSES

Tl

EVENING,
DECEMBER 22.

Firtriw
ii

0000000CMK0

AND

The Eminent Tragedian,

1933.

I

Place Your Order Now

HOOLIGAN

POSITION

FOR

,.,!,,

Christmas

All-Absorbi- ng

ing

NEW YORK

at

TURKEYS, DUCKS.

A Cyclone of Ftm

GEESE, CHICKENS,
OYSTERS, CRANBERRIES,

nt

The "Franciscan
Cordial Bitters

g

AT

FARR'S MARKET

BY

I

i

ETC.

None but the best

re-ec-

w

MEAT,

MINCE

7T

217

SOUTH SECOND

Auto Phone, 423.

STREET.

Colorado Phone, Black

182.

PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT.

Melini & Eakin

.

I

1
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j

t

WRITE DOWN YOUR GOOD RESOLUTIONS.
for the Ntw Year, and amongst them
let it be that you will regale yourself
with nothing but a White Iily cigar
whenever you wish a smoke that will
tickle both your palate and your nostrils, as none other will hut a White
I.iiy cigar at a moderate price. Ther
isn't a cigar made that can equal fi
White Lily at five cents.

i"

I" i)

kill thecough

!.

Sr. King's

one-thir-

4.

New Discovery

HE'S ON THE WAY

.

RICHARDS

AVENUE
113',i WEST RAILROAD
OOCOCOCOCXXXXOCXXXXXXXCOO

0

A

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE

NEWS

c

o

JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW

STAAB

BUILD!

c

s

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

I ask of you a little space In your
valuable paper to say in reply to tbe
above, that at no time or place, In
public or in private, verbally or In
writing, have I ever said tnat I waa in
favor of joint statehood as against
separate statehood. The writer of the
article above quoted may have been
inspired to think that because I took
the position at the Ijis Vegas convention, a yeur and a half ago, In favor
of duclariug for statehood simply.
without any qualifying clauses, that I
favored Jolut statehood, but there was
not an act or a word of mine at that
time upon which to draw such inference.
I was In the Albuquerque convention last fall and was on the committee on resolutions at that time and
drew and presented the following separate statehood resolution to the committee, and It was unanimously adopted, namely:
"Statehood is the most important
question before tho ptmple of New
Mexico at Ibis time. Our loyalty to
the general government, our great
progress in natural wea'th, our system of magnificent schools, our code
of civil and criminal law, our freedom
Trom mob law, our respect for the
couru. the extent of our great territory, and the intelligence of our people entitle us to an equal status among

JA,rtrt-

-

ifo
c
c

WITH OUR NEEDS

c

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
stock. Under these circumreduce our choice and most
stances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.

c

up-to-da-

1

o

te

ALBERT FABIZR,
305 West Railroad Avenue

305 West Railroad Avenue

i
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9
9

C
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i
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ALBUQUEROUE

1905.- -

EVENING C1TTZE

ORATORICAL CONTEST

i

tkis

PAGE

THIRD STREET

I

Moat Market

EVENING

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

This evening at tht cenlral high All Kind of F'Mh and Sail Mtats.
fchool assembly room, the preliminary
Steam Sausage Factory,
beoratorical contest will take
EMI9 KLEINWORT,
ginning at 8 o'clock. The following Masonic Building, North Third' Street.
program In announced:
"The Soldiers' Chorm," From Oou- '
&
noil's "Faust"
High School Oiee Clul.
FIRR INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS
Klsle Sackit. '"8
Oration
Vocal
Duet
"From my Swiss
Automatic phone 451.
Home"
Room it). N. T. Armljo Building.
Misses Kdlth Harrison and Alline
llixlnr. .
PlOHe Eft BAKERY
Sam Ho Kce. '(Mi,
'Oration
SIMON UAIJUNO, Proprietor.
Whistling Solo
Mis Ido Nehor:
(Successor to Balling Bros)
Alice Schreiber. '08 WF.DDl.NO CAKES A SPECIALTY
Orntlon
"l!!uo Are The Heavens". .Glee Club! We desire patronage and we juar
Josephine McDonald. '08 antee first class baking.
Oration
Miss Lillian Hesselden 207 S. First Street.
Piano Solo
Albuquerque.
Decision of judges and awarding of
Established In 1882
prizes.

Wholesale Grocers

pla-re-

RANKIN

In order to reduce our mammoth stock of Furniture
Stoves, Ranges, Carpets, Glass and Chinaware before inventory time we "will give 20 per cent discount
off our regular low price. Are you looking for a Xmas
present? Something useful as well as orpamental.

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
O.
BAM- AVENUE.

LEATHER MORRIS
CHAIRS.
Regular price,
snle price. .$21

MUSIC CABINET.
price, $12.50; sale price. .$10

Decorated China, all prices.
GOLD DECORATED
DINNER SET. Regular price, $10.50;
Regular price, $9; sale price... .$7.20

Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
.$8.50, to order. Give nie a
trial.

sale price

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

L

L

over-worke-

-

f,

o

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
SCOTTY S FLYING TRIP
TO ADVERTISE ROAD.( the news.
A paivphli t has just been issued by
the Santa Fe Railroad company telling of the record breaking run of the
Scott special, which made the trip.
from Los Angeles to Chicago.
Frank Newton Holman, who was on
the train, writes a complete account
of the trip and the pamphlet is profusely illustrated.
Pictures of the,
nineteen engineers who ran the spegiven.
map
A
cial, are
of the route
in the book shows that nt one place
in Illinois the train reached a speed
of lOti.i miles an hour. The average
speed per hour. Including all delays,
was 50 4 mlb s. the distance covered
being 2,2!& miles.

ILFELD
A A A

& CO.
A

t

?

A

for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery." and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

n.

The

diseased uimnbrone.

It

cures Ciitjirrli

Grnf rat Building SappHes
S C L? 5
O OR S
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

v

the- -

00004KKs

nini

unvosaway a uoia in the lInaU4t11ck.lv.
Restores the Senses of Taxta and Smcili
Kasy to nse. Contains no injurious drnga.)
Applied into tbe nostrils and absorbed.
imto ruse, iu cents at liruRRists or byt
umu; 1 rim mze, m cents DJ moil,
,
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., Nsw York.'

Unredeemed Diamonds
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17.

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OKFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN AT
COST,
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than reta
jewelers buy at wholesale.

N. T. Armljo Building.

xzx txxzxzzxzxx x
xnrmiiu
g
LONDON

TO BE

LIVERY

CLUB

AND

rEEO STABLES

H

S O Im D

M

ROSENflELD, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
Hallroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. t.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
I

9
118

OOOO0OOO00 0axaXe0CHK
A

Five room
Modern
House,
furnished or unfurnished, on
South Arno street, at a bargain. Look at it today. Tomorrow never comes.

xzzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

307 West Railroad
Bath

'Phones.

HOW.
LOANS.

Co.

Gold Ave.

NOTARY

PUBLIC.

ocoococoocoooooocooooooo
Carrlllom

Ammrlemn Block

$G.OO

Avenue.
or Night

COKE

Ton

MILL

WOOO

KINDLING

W.H.Hafm&Co
DOTH 'PHONES

ccoococxxxococococoocooo

Cut-o- ff

ESSENTIAL

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

New Planing Mill

Both 'Phones.

Special Machinery
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E. GU8TAF80N,

7.

Proprietor.

A. SLEYSTER
REAIj

INSURANCE,

ESTATD

CIOCOOCOCOCOCCOCOCCOOCXXX)

WE GIVE

You best satisfaction

in

mill

i

Wright's
Palmer
fancy boxes, at

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

KILL

'

and latest odors. We have them in pretty,

25c, 50c, 75c

&

$1.00

The Williams Drug Co.
BLUE FRONT

work.
--

best

WEST

117

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

COCOCOOCOCOOCOOC)COCOC)OCO

Morris Chnlrs. Ladles' Desks, other
useful Xmas Gifts. Make your selections early.

J

.D. EMMONS.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

of The Atchison, Topeko

&

EE.

r

Santa Fe Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
Of 1,000 buiueB and residence lots, size IGxlli feet, laid out with broad 80 and
t
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old sb.ide trees; public school house costing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants;
)arRe?t mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery
three hotels
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wbea-- . wine, beans and hay In Central New Mevico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near
future cannot be estimated
ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA ' FE ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

Tbe lots offered are in the center "of the city, well graded, (many of tbem Improved by cultivation): no sand or yruvel. ,We need a
a! and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc.,
'
te. Also a flrH-Iamodern hotel.

flrst-cl-

TO BELEN, EAST ANO WEST. NORTH

A

JOHN BEUKfcjK,

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planlni mill

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENT6; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

a

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Comoanv
President
WM,
BERGER.
M.

coming spline
Our Commercial dub
Is I'orrespo ldin. with people in every
who are looUM i 'ion of the .'uintry

,

JWrt.a j

wjLMj' xggsaar- -

-

J

&

South of Viaduct, on First 8treet.

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Per

OF

Dav

.

OO TO THE

&

MATTER

to every householder sanitation and
sanitary equipment should receive the
greatest possible attention; and wnen
new plumbing; is to he Installed, only
a plumber of the lilghest rjepute, and
one who keeps up with the latest Improvements, should be employed. If
you have this subject under consideration a consultation with us will be
of the Kroatest value.

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico,
Albuquerque,
New

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

Also a restaurant business
and furnishings.
locaGood
tion. .

l

'

Q

3 Corner Second and Marquette,

AT ONCE

Porterfield

--

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crownst $6.00; Fillings, 11.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
60c. All guaranteed.

Sure to Give Satisfaction.

CIVta RELIEF AT ONCE.
It cleanses, soothes, heals, and protects

&

W

7

Ely's Cream Balm;
This Remedy le a Specific,

Hendrie

Dolthoff Mfr. and Snnnlv Co.
- - yj
W
T 1
I62M639 Seventeenth Street. DENVER, COLORADO q

TOT! A OR API
Dealers In Groceries. Provisions. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
'
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Cigars.
your
aad
Place
ordera (or
this line with as.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

A

an acre, is, by

Beleri is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

II to

sas

B.
A

Located on the Bclcn

pro-1(n- g

es.

.

-

$3

The Ftittir e Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

reliable article on the Santa'
Fe railway company, illustrated
with'
thirteen tine halftone cuts, appears
in the
Christmas number of "Madame." The article is from the pen and
the pictures from the camera of
t'harles Alma Byers. There is a little
error in the superscription of the cut
illustrating the Corpus Christl procession. It says that the procession
takes pWe. in January and since the
picture tdiows the trees in full leaf
in
and the girls In the procession
fl'my white dresses and with white
sunshades up, it will serve to
the impression so prevalent that
Sanu Fv is situated very near the
inrrifl zone.
UP LANDS
NEAR TUCUMCARI.
lust Minie going to press we learn
tiiat twenty nr more of the party of
thirtv,
here the first of the
we. k
the Indian Territory, have
a I' en
homesteads, and are getting
ready to tuild homes and l.ectmie
liiueiis nf tj'iay county,
the
Tiicunu-arThese people ar-- i
ill an opportune, time, as immigration is gf.ing to lie heavy in the

.

it

Tour land, worth

the use of one of our irrigation plants,
made worth $100 per acre. Write ns

9

A very

TAK

Only.

Mgr.

First Street Both Phones

Secretary Mutual Building AaaocJa-ttoOffice at J. C Raldrldge'a
yard.

E

'

B. MacMANUS,

rmm

RAILROAD TOPICS

1

"Re0dAC0aFgPOSs"

PROPOSITION

A

INSURANCE.

EVENTS

December 22
Frederick Warde,
"Hamlet," matinee. "Julius Caesar,"
December 25 "Hooligan in New
York."
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
January 1 Woodmen of the World
George Wilson, a coast line conduc- Ing to the (groat southwest for homes, Ball.
tor, has been called to St. Ixiuls, and many of them are setting acJanuary 2 Elks' Minstrels.
owing to the serious illness of bis quainted with the splendid opportuJanuary 6 Moving Pictures.
nities awaiting them in sunny New
father. W. L. Wilson.
January 8, 9, 10 Oeo. Samuels' AtMexico." Quay county can take care tractions.
George H. O'Brien, of Epris, of the of a great many of them, and Tucum-car- i January 11 Fablo Romalne.
is in the heart of the best part Jenuary 12 "Shadows on the Hearth''
Grant Bros. Construction company, is
So let every citizen
In the city en route to Pueblo, where of New Mexico.
January 13 "Old Cross Roads."
put forth his test effort to assist peohe will spend tbe holidays.
January 15 West's Minstrels.
ple who want to secure homes in our
January 20 Ollie Mack.
The miscreant who takes so much county to find desirable lands.
January 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
following
The.
parties
made
have
cars
on
delight In cutting the air bose
January 29, 30 Geo. Samuels1 At- "homestead
week
entries
before
folthis
nightly
in the Santa Fe vards. is
tractions.
lowlne his nefarious occunation. AilTn,tl States Commissioner N. V.
January 31 "Olo Oleson."
Gallegos:
determined effort Is being made to(
BonMedia
H.
W.
Trimble,
Eller,
catch the fellow.
THE VILLAGE IDOL.
nie Crawford. Lycurgua Crawford. Oscar
Fawcett,
L.
Sam
Crawford,
W.
(By F. Parks.)
"We expect to put 2.000 men to
work constructing the Denver, North- Poynor, M. C. Poynor, J. R. Perry, J. Carved in
rude stone upon the mounwestern & Pacific railroad, beyond M. Scott, A. S. Scott, E. S. Luster,
Gore canyon," said David H. Moffatt, Oda Falrchild, J. H. Shaban, Broken In thee,tainweside.
see a Magdalcna's pride;
of Denver, owner, president and also Arrow, I. T.; Amos Watts, James By
Nature's artful touch do we bebuilder of the Mofl'ffatt road. "Our Watts, Coweta, I. T.; Doy Allen,
hold,
purpose is to push the line as fast as Grove, I. T.; T. M. Collison. Catoosa,
Face in
oosslhln toward Salt Lake. At the I. T.; J. E. Whitmore, A. E. Crump. The. image of the Saintly
statehood'a mould ;
same time there will be a large force Tucumcarl.
Oh, image, to Thee we sing
at, work carrying the
work through SAN PEDRO ROAD
"Glory to the newborn King."
Gore cauyou."
ELECTS OFFICERS.
A Fearful Fate.
Mrs. George W. Hitmen left Las . At Atn'ir annual meeting held in
It is a fearful fats to have to en- Angeles, the stockholders of the IllHA
VezMj for Kredonla. Kan., takine with
U
1
.. .1
a
U P
r .... UUHJ IIIH
t
tTf 11.1.
.!, whb
nil" TH fT II PHlienrv...I
ugees
her the body of her husband for bur- - "
bmh
sav
truthfullv
write
elected officers as follows:
,'
i1.11.
nr. nlenen was the unfortunate raillart
Colson, of Masonvllle,
Iowa, "that for
presl(int
w
man who was fatally injured in the
Bancroft" Second Blin'1'
lepding. Itching and Protrud- n7
Vegas yards be- colhsion in the L
Ing Plies. Bucklin's Arnica Salve is
e','tr'i(,;;-- t "' RoBgan
secieJ'
clark'
,V
tween a switch engine and band car. ;lce W
H. Comstock; treasurer, W. th b
T inTurleAs;S25e
?H
Mrs. P.lenen and child were In Pas- - Ury
at
.,
.
.
'.
,..han (ha nAn'a rtt Ina on.
' J '
ailuna
I I riivv STB
The members of the executive com
cldent came, and were summoned
s
mittee and of the board of directors I The registry business
home by telegraph.
at tbe Albuare the same as last year.
querque postoffice yesterday was the
Kxecutive
Board
Clark,
E.
W.H.
largeBt in its history. Fifteen sacks
Work of ballasting the tracks, of
tbe local yards with gravel is pro- H. Harrlman, R. C. Kerens and W. D. were required to take care of tBe
Cornish.
Christmas business.
gressing rapidly. Within a week the
Last year but
The members of the board of direc- Bix sacks were required to hold the
main line track will have been bal- tors,
in
to
foregoing,
addition
the
are
eecoud, third and fourth-clas- s
lasted from yard limit to yard limit.
matter.
Kearns, J. Ross Clark, W. H. The largest number of packages was
It is understood that every track in Thomas
T.
Comstock,
F.
Miller,
S.
Slauson,
J.
handled on December 24th of last
tbe yard will be treated likewise as
G. Kerrschkoff,
.
I. Bettes and year, when 243 were sacked. Yestersoon ns the yards are moved south W.
W.
H.
Bancroft.
day 297 parcels-wergohandled,
three quarters of a mile, which work
Ferd K. Rule has severed his offi- ing to prove that Albuquerque all
Is rapwill
about the middle of Janu- cial
relation
with
the
San
Pedro,
Los idly growing.
ary.
Angeles & Salt Lake road. Hlg successor,
as
The Season of Indigestion.
treasurer
company,
of
the
J. A. Burton, foreman for tbe
The season of indigestion Is upon
company at is W. H. Iete, promoted from the poConstruction
us.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Iudl
camps on the Santa Fe cut-ofin the rtion of paymaster and cashier.
gestion and Dyspepsia will do everyvicinity of Kpris, was au Albuquern Mad Chase.
thing for the stomach that an overque visitor yesterday. Mr. Burton says
Millions rush in mad cha,se
after loaded or
stomach canthat there Is nothing- in the story cir- health, from one extreme of faddlsm
not
itself. Kodol digests Jihat
culated to the effect that there is no to another, when, if they would only you uo'for
eat gives the stomach a rest-reli- eves
work on the cut-ofand that men are eat tood food and keep
bowels
sour stomach, belching, heartbeing shipped in from the east, only regular with Dr. King's iheir
New
Life burn, Indigestion, etc.
to be turned away witTiout work. Ac- Pills, their troubles would ail pass
cording to Mr. Burton, this story was away. Prompt relief and quick cure
by dissatisfied and dis- for liver and stomach trouble; 25c at
circulated
CHRISTMAS FURS
charged employes.
any drug atore; guaranteed.
At NVt Cost. For This Week

0

A. E. WALKER,

COAL AVENUE. ANO SLCOND STREET

I

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

J.

CATARRH

COMING

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our ;
ready well equipped laundery a machine wttb which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundrle shrink them, bring them to u
and we will straighten them out for'you.

Staplft. and Fancy

60J South

and Retail

,0OOCOOOCOCCOOK

CO.

&

KELLY & CO., INC.

1

EMMONS,

Wholesale

h

boden'a Granite Flour.

O. BAMBINI

J. D- -

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Groceries

0

CHASE LEATHER COUCH.
Regular price, $25; saie price. .$20.00

PRATT

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

My merchant tailoring stiop Is
over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage or Hlllsbofo Creamery Butter Best on
'.he public. All work guaranteed first- Earth.
cass. as bave had fifteen years' ex I
pcrlence in the luislness. Suits made Orders Solicited
Free Delivery.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
214
South
Second 8treet.
repaired. The specific I use will not

LADIES' DESK.

MAHOGANY

Regular

CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im

8INI, PROPRIETOH.

Let Us Suggest a Few Items of Interest:
SPANISH

r. G.

TAILORING

SEVEN.

'
;

:

ALHUOUEHOUE EVENING

PACE EIGHT.

oooooooooo ooooooooco

who recently resigned from tho
staff of The Kvening Citizen,
expects to leave this evening" for his
home at Parsons, Kan. After spending the holidays with relatives, he will
go to Washington to witness the doings of the new year's session of

AND

l'KUSOXAL

Q

S

314

SC

WEST RAllROADAVE

2

TliMiisflvm nro mir KtrotiRCit argument why ynu should soiurt
pnir for
Christmas pin o your relative or frieml. They
style with uscfiilnrsK, and are snrp to ho appreciated.

com-Mm-

.Indue A. .1. Abbott linn returned to
hln home In Santa Ke.
A. E. Hauiller. of l'arajo, Is a busi

.

VEDN E8DAV,

DECEMBER

20,

1905.

In the Last and Final Rush of Purchasing
p
Christmas Gifts
P

congress.
Among those who will contest for
oratorical honors at the central high
school this evening. Is Sam HrNKee,
son of Sam Kee, the South Second
street curio dealer, the others being
young ladles, Misses Elsie Sackett,
Alice Schrelber and Josephine McDonald. While Sam Ho Kee Is the son
of a Chinaman, born In China, he Is
nevertheless "An American Boy." He
has discarded tho queue and announces the fact that he desires to
become, strictly speaking, an American citizen. He should be encouraged In ills efforts to talk and speak
the English language, and The CI'l-zebelieves he will make a good
showing at tho contest tonight.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair tonight and Thurs
day, except snow in north portion to
night. Colder tonight.

Our Shoes and Slippers

CITIZEN

In the mad endeavor to buy suitable fancy articles for presents, bear In
mind that the most satisfactory gift for men and boys Is the practical

article.'

No Other Thing Could Give as Much

Satis-factio- n
ness visilor iu the city,
Tile Ten Don were entertained last
evening by M. K. Mickey at his home
on North Waller street.
Mrs. J. Miller, of Helvidere, 111.,
and MIhs Gertrude Anderson, of Elgin, 111., are liet e to remain during the
Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Mufflers and
winter.
Ties are all suggestive.
are being
preparations
Elaborate
lo yon have to make a present in
made for the annual Christmas hop some
baby? We carry a nice linn of;
next Wednesday of the Commercial little shoes and slippers that will an-j
club.
awer your purpose. Any bigger chilJohn C. Farrell, of Chicago, Is In dren you want to make happy? We
the city for the purpose of organiz- can show you some shoes and leging a local uniou among the waiters gings that are sure to please them.
and waitresses.
A pair of our dainty iViress Shoes,
Natives of this territory are re- Strap Sandals or House Slippers will (
11Y) 11V Y
turning In large numbers from Col- surely establish you in the good
CHRISTMAS FURS.
All our Kurs Will Be Sold at
orado where they have been engaged graces of the lady you are so anxious
to please. For your gentleman friends,
In the beet harvest.
Cost This Week.
B. ILFELD & CO.
The first annual prize ball of the husband and wife, let Us suggest our
2
ft ft ft ft ft ft
9 ft
waiters and waitresses of Albuquer- line of Knit, Felt or Leather Slippers.
C.
They
neat
are
comfortable.
and
que will be held at the Casino ThursMay's shoe store, 314 Wost Railroad
CLEARANCE SALE.
day evening, Iieeember 21.
K. C. Clark, of Pueblo, Colo.,
tins avenue.
n
Big bargains In millinery. All goods
purchased tho billiard and pool parTO FACE THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM
DON'T h AIL TO SEE THE BAS
must be sold. by January 1, regardless
lor on .Railroad avenue from William KET
BALL GAME THIS EVENING. of cost.
Shaw. Mr. Shaw will return to Trin- UNIVERSITY VS. THE
INDIAN
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
,
idad, Colo.
THE FIRST TIME THE
SCHOOL.
LET US HELP YOU SOLVE IT FROM OUR FINE SETo accommodate
Hie
Christmas GIRLS HAVE PLAYED THIS YEAR.
Music Cabinets, fancy China. 20
LECTION OF HOLIDAY GOODS. IF YOU ARE INTERshoppers the management of the M. ADMISSION 35c.
per cent off for cash. We will deliver
ESTED IN CUT GLASS OR FINE CHINA. WE WILL
Mandell clulbing store has decided
Saturday before Xmas. Watch our
to remain open each evening the comlarge ad.
MAKE PRICES INTERESTING ALSO. TRY US.
J. D. EMMONS.
Now Until Christmas.
From
ing week.
20 per cent discount on ail Toys.
Combination Book Cases and China
Mrs. A. 11. Knapp of Albuquerque, Dolls,
Express Wagons,-Children'Xnms Gifts
N. M., has returned homo, after visFur Sels. Men's and Boys' Closets make appropriate
iting her son, S. H. Kfriapp and Suits and Overcoat h. Fresh Candles for the housewife. 20 per cent off for
cash.
J. D. EMMONS.
wife, 230 Crosby street. Jamestown, Daily, at the
N. Y., Kvening Citizen.
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
OCXXXXXXXXXJOCODOOOCOOCOO
11! SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
122 North Second street.
If you make the mistake of thinkHIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
o
ing that Albuquerque is not a good
Meet me at. the box office at. tho
OLD CLOTHING.
place to do business, look over the adtomorrow night and attend the
M. Langer,
vertisements in The Evening Citizen Casino
Waiters' and Waitresses' criind ball.
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
and be convinced of your error.
j Prizes
on exhibition
at O Rielly's
Corner of Silver Avenue.
V. H. Hanna, librarian of the Santa drusr store window, .Second street and
OOCOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
Fe reading rooms at San Marcial, on Railroad avenue.
"
the Rio Grande division, was in the
1 1 1
Y
o
t )NEW iLINE1
i
city today on his way to Los Angeles
OF
PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR
PICTURE
IN
where he will spend the hoi.uaya.
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- AND LOWNEY'S CANDIES
TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE It
Every page of The Evening Citizen FOR CHRISTMAS. O. A. MATSON
HOLIDAY RUSH.
C. A. HUD- has something of Interest to the read- & CO., SOLE AGENTS.
SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
o
ing public. We strive to give fome'
Pay your poll taxes today at
STREET.
nting of interest in every line. Every
page has good, live news. Read tbeni O'RIelly & Company's drug store.
ft.
ft.
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
4
-- oail.
STOVES SETUP BY A FIRST
XMAS
SUGGfcSTIONS
The Albuquerque Mesa Driving club CLASS TINNER. J. L. BELL A CO.
announces tnat It will give a matinee
GO TO H AWLEY'S ON THE CORrace meeting at the new track a week
ALBUMS,
KODAKS.
SOUVENIR
from next Sunday afternoon.
Sev- NER FOR TOYS AND XMAS PRES- BURNT
BICYCLES,
LEATHER,
eral local turf celelirirUs are slated ENTS FOR THE CHILDREN AND KNIVES, RAZORS, FOOT BALLS,
to shake their feet on "his occasion. GROWN FOLKS.
BOXING GLOVES. STRIKING BAGS.
J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
Barnelt Building
AT
"Malma" was presented last evenT. .I.&hiniek has removed his wagon FISHING RODS AND REELS.
ing at Colombo hall by the Kourlguez and horse ' shoeing shop to the large HOUSTON'S, 118 GOLD AVENUE.
Spanish Opera company, to a large building. 219 Copper avenue, turee
and well pleased audience. The mu- doors west of his old stand.
sic was sparkling and catchy and the
vein of comedy all that could be deFor Colds, Coughs, and any Throat
sired.
Affection, nothing equals Compound
The youn ladies' basket ball team Syrup of Eucalyptus. Price 50c only,
of the University of New Mexico, will at Ruppe's Pharmacy.
o
on tomorrow evening play a game
A Christmas present
of Stern,
with the team of young ladies representing
Albuquerque
the
Indian SchloBs & Co.'s Wines and Liquors
HBBH
school. The exciting contest will be makes life Beem brighter.
pulled off at the Casino.
THIS EVEGIRLS' BASKET-BALline
D. W. Hitchcock, of San Marcial, NING AT THE CASINO.
GAME
a master mechanic of the Santa Fe CALLED AT 8:15. ADMISSION 35c.
IMPORTED
CUTLERY
-- orailroad, was In the city today en
route to Los Angeles, where he will
SouthThe
in
spend the holidays as the guest of
A GENUINE FOX
yff
ip
his son, John Hitchcock, superintendBoa, Extra Long; Worth r0; on
ent of the California division of the
Sale This Week for $25.
Santa Fe.
V
B. ILFELD & CO.
Teas,
Dishes, Home
fine
The Eagles entertained their lady ft. JL A A
ft ft ft.
ft ft ft ft ft ft
"THE
Miller
BEST." A
Comfort
friends In a very pleasant manner
NOW AT
at their lodge rooms last night, 'ine y. A
L. BELL & CO'S, PREPARED TO
features of the affair were games,
dancing and a short musical program. DO ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING,
By giving this party, the Eagles paid TIN WORK, ETC.
Nickel-Platethe ladles a debt due them for one
given some time ago.
Charles Sehafer, of Santa Fe, where
Mistletoe and Holly
he is connected with the depot office
will
made.
The
of the railway iiostofflce, has gone to
Sacramento. Cal., where he lias seThe
in
for Xmas
cured a position on the Orovllle &
Sacramento branch of the postofflce
service. W. T. Harrow, who has been
Decorations are fine this year. Ours
the railway service agent out of Alcome from the best sources. Early
buquerque, will be his successor.
orders are solicited.
All those,
private and otherwise,
who intend to have Christmas trees
THf
and other Christmas festivities, are
401-40- 3
9
319 ,WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
South
requested to report or send in notices of such entertainments for
Auto Phone, 118.
In The Evening Citizen. The
special holiday editions of The Evening Citizen will be hummers,
and
this office would like to have all lo- xxxocxxxxxxxxxxxo
cal entertainments represented.
Ralph Glaze, the Boulder, Colo.,
athlete, has "butted" Into notoriety
again by appearing as the bone of
contention between the Savannah, Ga.,
PROPRIETORS- WM. MclNTOSH.
CHAS. F. MYERS.
base ball management and the Boston American league team.
The
southerners claim Glaze because he
made them a verbal promise last year
to come to them, but It seems that the
Boston club have him signed in black
and white.
I). W. Lusk was host to a small
party of friends at a dinner given at
ELEGANT CARVING SETS, ALL, KINDS AND PRICES. OUR STOCK OK POCKET KNIVES IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN THE
the Alvarado last evening. Mr. Lusk;,
SOUTHWEST. WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, "MADE II Y WISS." IF AT ANY TIME THEY FAIL TO STAY SHARP

as Wearing Apparel

-

n

FOR MEN.
$2.50 to $4.00
$2.00 to $3.50
75c to $2.50

Stylish. nappy Dress Shoes
Splendid, well made Street Shoes
Neat, comfortable House Slippers
FOR WOMEN.

(

Dainty Dress Shoes and slippers
Stylish, perfect fitting, Walking Shoes
Elegant Knit or Felt 6lipper
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Strong, Stylish, Dress or School Shoes .
Warm, comfortable, Felt Slippers
Babies' Shoes and Slippers

0
jk

v

2
q

0

0000C-00CC0OSX0000000-

.$1.50 to $4.00
$2.00 to $4.00
65c to $1.50

to $2.50
75c to $1.00
45c to $1.25

$ 1 .25

0

SIMON STERN

i i I)t

dt The Railroad Avenue Clothier

I tt

it is iMever too cany

i

r

SANTA CLAUS PROVIDING

A

YULETIDE FEAST
for his friends will And lots of good
things on our shelves to make merry
with for the holiday season. We will
have hiiih grade mince meat for your
pies, the finest quality of plum pudnew Legding, Just like hime-madhorn citron, fancy dates, roooanut
muearoons, coffee, holiest grade of
table butter. Queen olives, and everything in staple goods.

mmm

F. F. TROTTER

Nob. 118 and 120, South Second St.

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lttmbetf,
Roofing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

First and Marquette,

CO.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE
-

Albuquerque,

N. M.

t ootootoo jooo
DIAMONDS i

ofrosoootootoao

K

--

s

MAYNARD.

ti i ir

"

HUY-LER'-

S

The Jeweler

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

)t t

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

i

Lowney's

Gunthers

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

YoW II Be PI

d

L

UNREDEEMED

PLEDGES

AT

PRICES

LOW

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
tbem to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE.
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With our elegant

largest
west

Stand on
coming.

a

chair and you can almost

We have a store

ideal Christmas gifts.

just

Remember, no charge for

that would make
packing and

p

Chafing
WORLD'S

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

You
not leave our store
largest Hardware House
the

WHITNEY COMPANY:

xogsr

IVES

the

Steel Ranges,

and
large stock of

finest goods
disappointed.
Southwest.

Christmas, for It's

see

full of nice articles

of

assortment of Five o'clock

A

Rome

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

113-115-1-

First Street

17

North First Street

n

For

DIAMONDS
And

everything

in

Watches, Jewelry, Silverware,

etc., for Xmas

Presents.

n.uwmw

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

A

Evenings
SWSSJSTy

wsBtinimMMi

OR YOU KIND

A

FLAW IN THEM. RETURN TO US AND RECEIVE YOUR MONEY RACK OR

A

NEW TA1R IN THEIR PLACE.

SAFETY RAZORS
I

Mini m

I

THE

"GILLETTE." "STAR" AND "GEM" ARE THE BEST. THIS
IS A FINE PRESENT TO GIVE.

KM

THE "UNIVERSAL"
AND CAKE

HREAD

MAKER

AND FOOD CHOPPERS.

J'UniYersal"

33

)Bread
Maker

HEATERS AND RANGES
Ft

Our new Neckwear and Mufflers are now
open for your inspection. This line comprises the swellest creations in all the new
silks, put up in fancy boxes.

EST

ALL SIZES AND LOWEST PRICES

MADE.

COLT'S

t

AUTOMATIC

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

WINCHESTER
RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

AND

Hlzes anl Kneads

AMMUNITION.

TV-

SEE OUR WINDOWS
E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

RJ3TAIL.

Few Suggestions for the Holidays

Cole s Hot Blast

Until Christmas

119

8

J

Bread

In

Tnr .ugrnly

Three Minutes

Iliads do sot toacb th doagh.

OOtS MA WITH HAND KNEADIN8
MARIS BCniH BRIAO.

ANf

SohD Br
E.

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue
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